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GOOD ROADS TALK
BY W. L. BUTLER

! music thrcqghiout the supper, which
i was much enjoyed aind appreciated
|by all.

The talk on Good Roads
by
! Whiting L. Butler of Farmington was
j also good.
Mr. Butler has taken
Church Realizes Neat Little Sum |much, interest in this work and has
made a study of the same and is
from Supper Proceeds.
prepared to furnish much valuable
information on t)he subject. Mr. But
Tl’e or.iu.rcli supper advertised tor ler lias been very successful as suplast Monday evening at the Pari all j erintendent o f road construction and
House was very w ell patronized and j repairs in Farmingt< n for a number
pronounced good.
Th e menu con I of years and is on the lookout con
sisted of mashed potato, cold pres stantly for new ideas and help for
sed beef, cold hiam, jelly, hot roils, tlie betterment of the town’s roads,
mince and cream pie,
doughnut-s, but he is also mutch interested
in
cheese and coffee.
The committee, the betterment of good roads for
in M a rg e c f tine supper were Mips. I the county and state.
jf. S. Kelley, Mrs. Edward
Green
A fter bis tallk the gentlemen enjoywood, .Mrs. N. E. Weills, Mrs. J. W. j ed the privilege of asking questions
Brackett, Miss Georgime Wilbur; Mrs. ' and talking the m atter over irferW. V. Larrabee, Mrs. H. B. Austin i mally.
and Miss Albertin© Butterfield Were
T h e church and townspeople grea/tgoiiciting committee.
i Try appreciate Mr. Butler’s kindness
The waitresses w ere Misses Kath ! in coming to Phillips and speaking
leen Noble, Gertrude Stiiliman, Hcr- i to them on bhils occasion, and hepes
tense Butler, Mildred Kemp ten, Haz ; are entertained that there may he
el Webber, Janet McKenzie, Hazel : many similar evenings in the hear
Sargent.
The ladies serving at the future when the people will
have
several tables were Mrs. H. H. Field, the privilege of hearing speakers on
Mrs. D. F. Field, Mrls. Glidihen Park various subjects that w ill be of in
er. Mrs. Carl Beedy, Mrs. W . J. Car terest and help to the town and its
ter, Miriam Brackett, R osie Kelley.
residents.
'The orchestra i on isting of W . M.
Over $22.00 wiili be added to the
Payson, Ho*1»« Halt, F~'<rk S te w a t church treasury from the proceeds cf
and Miss Irw :n furnis iod excelle d the supper.

The Place W here You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
T IM

P O N D

C A M P S

Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Flv and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

J U L IA N K. V IL E S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

E d . (ira n th s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N C O .,
P. O. A d d r e s s , G r a n t ’ s M e .
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

BALD M O U N T A IN CAMPS ®*,d
Bald'M ountain Cam ps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmefun tic L ak e. N e a r the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AM O S E L L IS . Prop’r..
Bald Mountain.
Maine

'<■}

Mountain V iew House
M o u n t a i n V ie w * M a in e
F o r f u r t h e r p a r t i c u l a r s w r i t e or a d d r e s s
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Be Here

AND

DEAD

RIVER

REGION

offers many attractions to the F IS H E R M E N . The num
erous Lakes, Ponds and Streams in this territory are
well stocked and a continuous supply o f fish is provided
for by wise laws, w ell enforced.
I his region is easily
reached in one day from Boston.
You will make no mistake by arranging for your SPRING
PISHING T R IP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet
with good map, fre e on application.

F. N. B E A L,

General Manager,

HOTEL BLANCHARD
STR ATTO lN MAINE
In the center of the Fish and Game
Section. Write for booklet.
H O TE L B L A N C H A R D ,
STRATTON M A IN E , E. H . G R O S E ,

7Master Clock

Phillips, Maine.

Overlooked in Proverb.
The early-bird proverb ignores the
fact that the early fish also catches
the worm and the hook that goes
with it.

Prop.

Can Operate Many.
Tests made b y . an English elec
trician have shown that it is possible
i°r a single master clock to operate
500 other clocks strung along fifty
ffiiles of wire.

How Girls View Them.
One writer says that a freckle “ is
a wild flower the sun has placed on
their cheeks.”
That is a pretty
thought, but many girls will continue
to regaru the freckle as a thorn in the
flesh.— Toledo Blade.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , A P R I L 22, 1915.

A BRILLIANT (?)
WEDDING
A Unique Entertainment Enjoyed
by the King's Daughters.
A regular meeting of the Phillips
Circle of King’s Daiutgi] iters was held
with Mirs. C. E. Barker Friday even
ing, April 16, there being 36 mem
bers present. . For several years it
has been the custom cf ti e circle to
have an entertainment committee to
provide some form of entertainment
for the members who attend
thei
regular meetings, to be enjoyed after
the routine business has been attend
ed to and the meeting
adjourned.
The programs are necessarily sim
ple and to give greater variety an
occasional costume party of
setene
sort has been interod need,
which,
has proved -pep,uñar with the mem
bers.
These have included a Hal
lowe'en party, a Colonial party, baby
party, Mother Goose party,
hook
party, etc.
The last and perhaps
the m erriest'of these was the mock
wedding given at the heme of Mrs.
Cheney Parker Friday evening, when
sh,e and Mrs. Glideen Parker were
hostesses to the cine lie.
The plans
for this had been kept as quiet as
possible so it was a surprise to near
ly all, excepting those taking pert.
The affair was a burlesque on thej
wedding of an impoverished foreign
nobleman and a wealthy
American
heiress and mum ©reus
absurdities
were introduced to add to the mer
riment of this occasion. Mrs. Parker’s
attractive parlors
were
the scene
of the wedding.
Th©
decorations
were oami-e aqd consisted cf a bell
and festoons of • r^pe
paper
in
Christmas colors, under which
th ©
wedding party stood for the cere
mony.
The parts were taken with
great dignity and precision by six
teen weld known Phillips ladies, ap
propriately costumed.
To the in
spiring strains of “ We won't
go
home until morning,” played
upen
the piano, tihe wedding party entered
the parlors through, an aisle made by
white crepe paper ribbons held by
four young ladies in white.
Lead
ing the bridal procession wer© two
ushers followed by the bride Leaning
cn the arm c f h,er father, next cam©
the little page who held the long
trailing veil cf the bride, then cam©
the maid of honor and best man and
bringing up the rear was the Little
ring bearer, carrying upon a large
cushion a bug© ttrass ring.
The
bridegroom and clergyman
awaited
the prccesision at the altar
which
was a small table upen which lay a
copy of W ebster’s dictionary and a
Farmer’s almanac.
The bride was
given away by her father, after
which a very original marriage service
was performed by Parson
William
Sabbath, in which the single
ring
was used.
After the vows wer© spoken tihe
couple were declared “ joined in, the
iron bands of padlock, whatever Web
ster’s dictionary has joined together,
let no Farmer’s almanac put asundr
er.”
A wedding reception follow
ed immediately after the ceremony.
The following were the names assum
ed +’or the occasion, by those in tire
receiving line:
Gen. Green Mont
gomery Johns,tog, Mrs. Green, Mont
gomery Johns in,g, (father and mother
of tlie bride) Miss Virginia Creeper
(maid of honor) Prince Brandon Fred
erick, (best main) the Count Fiishr
ohowderowski and his bride, former
ly Miss Arabella Rose Geranium
Johnsiing.
The ushers were college
friends of thle groom, tlie maid of
honor a close friend cf th© bride
and the best man a cousin of the
groom.
The Johnsing twins “ Bil
lie” and “ Sister,” the small broth
ers and sister of the bride
who
served1 as page and ring
bearer
also waited upon tine guests when
refreshments cf delicious cake and
coffee were served.
There was a
gaily decorated cake which was cut
by the bride each guest receiving a
portion.
The bride’s wedding dress
was of white musito
fashionably
short and she wore a trailing bridal

PRICE 4 CENT«

veil cf mosquito netting held in
place with pink flowers and carried
a gorgeous shower bouquet of pink
crepe paper roses.
The maid of
honor was gowned in yellow
and
were a Panama hat trimmed to har
monize. The gentle men wore som
ber ccmveniticincl ccstum.es with a
flower at the coat lapel.
Special,
mention should be made
ef the
groom’s tie which in sitae and color
was in keeping with, th,© festive oc
casion.
The page wore a becom
ing brown. Norfolk suit and Lis little
sister was charming in rcse colored
crepe with white trimmings
and
white shoes and stockings.
Tihe
going away costuinies cf the bride
ar.d greem. were especially deserving
of mention, particularly tJbp bride’s,
hat which was a wonderful example,
of millinery art being loaded
with
white feathers and waving plumes.
Her dress was hardily as sumptuous
as h,©r hat, it ' being a skirt of blue
and green plaid and a coat of green,
presumably in the latest fa,:hi:n( ?)
The grcctm were a light overcoat and
extremely large light fejp hat. The
bride’s baggage was contained in p.
satchel which, undoubtedly bad selen
better days, while ti e groom carried
his belongings in a paper package.
Tl:ey Left for tl’.eir wedding journey
amid a shower of confetti. A table
in the back parlor held the wedding
gifts.
These wer© articles of use
fulness rather than belaufy.
Cmtci
saw there such, practical and useful’
articles as a dustpan, fly killer, etc.
Wi en, the wedding festivities being
over, the guests were taking their
departure each lady was given a
piece of wedding cake neatly wrap
ped to put under tier piilLow
tc
dream upon; tdidis proved to be
Johnny calje.
Those who were present will l6ng
remember the merry evening at Mrs.
Parker’s, which proved that “ a little
ncnser.se new and then is relished
by the wisest men,.”
The present entertainment
ecmmitte are Mrs. Evelyn Currier, Mrs.
Mary McKenzie and Mrs. Edith Hal
ey.
¡Mrs. McKenzie being unable to,
assist on account of illness in her
family, Mrs. Currier and Mrs. Haf©y
were assisted by Mrs. Addie Parker
and Mrs. Villa Parkier ini making the
arrangements ard they are
being
congratulated upon th,e success of
their novel entertainment.

FIRST ANNUAL
GATHERING
Boys’ Conference Will Be Held at
Farmington May 14-15-16
In view of the fact that th© Boys’
conference of Maine has resulted in
arousing great interest' for the best
things in life fer beys/ both among
the boys themselves and ' among all
interested in their welfare, it has
been th,ougl.lt a county organization
would he of like benefit.
Thus it
h,as been arranged to bold the first
¡meeting of this kind in this county
at Farmington on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, May 14-15-16. The se>ssicn will open with a banquet Fri
day evening.
The entire program for the three
dayis has not been fully arranged but
among those taking part will
be
James Whitmore of New York, inter
national secretary cf the Y. M. C.
A., wife will be the principal, speak
er; J. C. jSImith cf Waterville, state
secretary cf the Y. M. C. A.; A. A.
Heald of Waterville, Boy Sicout mas
ter of Maine.
Every effort will be
put forth to1 make the session inter
esting and profitable.
The follow
ing persons will serv© as committ
ees:
Executive Committee'—Charles H.
Sawyer.
Entertainment—A. M. Thomas.
Banquet—George Dudley Church.
Recreation—Rcscoe L. West.
Pregram—Rev. R. H. Clapp.
Registration—Leon A. Luce.

CONVENTION
TO BE HELD
State of Maine Products Exposition
Monday, June 7

If arrangements can be made one
ot the big features, cf th© State of
Maine Products Exposition in Port
land will be a good reads conven
tion and exhibition to
be
given
under the auspice® or with tbe as
sistance cf the Main© State High war
Commission..
Philip J. Deening, of th© State
Highway Commission,, and
Chief
Engineer Paul D. Sargent, cf tbe
State Highway Department, had a>
conference with Frederick M. Pres
cott, manager of th© exposition for
The Goodly Number of 515 Vol
the Portland Chamber of Commerce,,
which is, to hold it to, see if arrangeumes Added the Past Year.
(Continued on pag©' egiht.)

WELD FREE
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Th,e report of tihe Weld
Public
Library association ais given by tihe added to the paist year besides numer
librarian, Mrs. Emma Dumpier at ous magazines.
Tiber© has
been
the annual, m eeting’ recently was a given cash to, the amount of $44.02.
sou red of satisfaction tc, everycne.
Th© fines for the year amounted to
Tihe total! number c f bocks re $10.25.
The town raises $125 each
corded in the accession book, exclus year towards' the support of tbe libra
ive of the boickis cf reference
is ry which, i/s used foir the purciha.se cf
2,533 volumes. The number purchas new books and salary cf th© librar
ed in the past year, 135 volumes. ian, e;tc.
The number o,f volumes given 346.'I The present ye,air it will he neces
Th© number received Hrcm the State ! sary to add miore shelf room
and
34, making a total of 515 volumes the floor wiilil be revaruished.

HEALD POND CAMPS

FRED

H E N D E R S O N , P r o p .,
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in Boston for the winter, returned forest are contained in the preserve
the first of this month and with, a with numerous outlying ponds fam
big crew of help-eils has been ruishr ous for brook trout, and woods with
small
ing wcrk.
The new dock is being plenty of moos©, deer and
A peak four thousand feet
built and it will be a good one too-. game.
There were only two of the
log above sea level furnishes opportun
Y ROD
cajmps without bath-, and- to these ity for the almbi-tiou-s mountain climb
In spite of the primeval wild
new hath rooms are being add-ed. er.
The guides’ camp, store, and po-stof- ness, Lake PaHim is on the state mad
to
fic-e 'have been stained, everything leading from Rangeley Lakets
people than ever before in this reg
The Canadian line is but
around the hotel and camps: improv Quebec.
ion.
ed, boats painted, and the huge wood twenty-eight miles away.
The railroads ha/ve already made pile all adding to the homelike at
Thirty miles north from Jackman
arrangements to- give the best pos traction of the Landing.
are the Penobscot Camp-s, with, u
sible service, and are doing effectivle
location peculiarly wild and offering
When the ice goes out the teaftns good hunting and fishing.
work to make known the attractions
of our state and make the way to the at the boat landings • and the depot
“ Attean” to the traveled
sports
most remote plaices easy to reach,, will be waiting to meet the guests man stands as a magnificent leased
and. the thousands that have already and all will be ready to- welcome territory of ‘some 50,000 acre-s fairly
Although the date c-f tlie crowded with sporting advantages. It
found this to be a fact, [will this them.
opening of Moose! ookmegumtic House is about forty miles north of Kineo-,
year be multiplied by hundreds.
is set for May 15, everything will most easily reached by way of Attean
be in ordetr and even the trout and Lauding, five mil-es west of Jackman-.
greet the fiirs-t This tract includes about twenty-fiveA long Letter from one who recfent- salmon ready to
goes lakes, ponds and streams, separated
ly spent an hour at Haines Landing comer the very hour the ice
was crowded with items of interest out.
by mountains wooded in spruce and
to the Maine Woods’ readers.
I
balsam, with rjidges that mark the
Garret A. Hebert of Patterson, N.
always take great pride
when
a
international boundary.
Close
at
J. -son of the la-te Vice President He
Maine woman makes a success- of a
hand on on© o-f the forty islands in
bert Las had a good dead of work
great enterprise, and Mrs.
Mabel
the lake, are the Attean Camps, a
done about his camp and plans to
Burns-, wli-o man-ages the Mooselookseries of twenty log cabins with a
be almong the first this spring to
meguntic House has
accomplished
j large building, all of which face to
open camp.
what few <could do, fcr this hotel
the west.
with the many log catnips connected
There ar© man canoe cruises aIt is thought the work which, was
is one of the largest summer re dene last year on the carry
and
connecting
road, mong the lakes
sorts in New England, with a lady will be a great help in the time it streams.
The Moose R iver
head
for proprietor, and the hundreds o-f will take to settle it and ihawe good waters from tliis point afford thirty
gue-sts who have enjoyed liter hos traveling this spring.
miles of splendid canoeing and un
pitality are very enthusiastic
over
surpassed birook trout fishing.
The
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Welch, river may be followed to M-oosehead
the plaice and I think the New York
er wlio wrote me as followls expres who liave been visiting in the city Lake by way of Brassus Lake. Ases it w ell:
“ W e a-re coming back are coming home in a few days and long the banks are bits of
wild
to Haines Landing this year, for we the big trout and saimón which- are scenery and several strikingly beau
Log
found Mrs. Bums has the ideal place hooked had better look out or they tiful waterfalls are passed.
“ Herb" cabins are available, at
convenient
fcr summer, and such a good table, will be so life-like after
and everything so well, looked after. mounts them, some o f the city folks points and miles of blazed trails are
found, many of them lead to view
Our camp fire will be kindled early will think they are living.
points on the mountains.
in the season and we will have a
trout for your s-upper and lots
of
Brook trout of four pounds in
go-cd stories to tell the Maine
this
T i e following invitation
that
I weight have been taken from
Woods.”
M-rs. Bums, who has been received this week, will be of inter river and in the numerous streams
est as Miss Fair is a charming young fly-fishing is particularly good. Moose
lady who, with her people have for and deer are seen, in large numbers.
It is in this section that a wellyears each summer, occupied on-e of
pre
the camps at Upper Dam, and a known Clu-b has its extensive
host o-f friends will offer congratu serve, with, camps on both sides of
lations for years of happiness, health the international boundary. The sta
is
across
and prosperity:
“ Mr. and Mrs. W il tion at Megantic Lake
The lake is a
liam B. Fair -request the pleasure of the Canadian line.
your company at the marriage
of scenic gem, and the steamers give
th-eir daughter, Beatrice Bm-eline, to one an opportunity for a trip having
Mr. George Elliott Patterson, on Wed few superiors in beauty.

I Fly Rod s Note Book ¡
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St. Anthony's Cottage,
Phillips, Maine,
April 21, 1915.
Daring the past ten days I have
received many letters from friends
who go-a-fishing at the Rangeleys
asking, “ tell us when you think the
ice is going out?”
‘‘Doubtful things
are very uncertain” we are tolid and
the date of the ice leaving the lakes
is always on of those uncertain events, that we are sure is to be an
important one.
This is an early spring way down
here in the state of Maine. The
robins have qoime and the report is
“ not ais inuich snow in the woods as
usual the last of April.” Though the
blue ice covering the lakes: is some
30 inches thick, the water is very
Low and it is understood the gates
at Upper Dam are to be shut this
week, and that means the water in
Mooiselookmleguntic will rise
fast,
and as scon as there is any o-pen
water around the shore and the wind
commences its usual merry
spring
gale it w ill make quick work with
breaking up the ice.
I for one know nothing about it
but am willing to give a bit of free
advice to the angler, which is, have
your fishing tackle in ordier,
pack
your warm clothes
and the usual
outfit and be ready by the third day
of May to start for a fishing trip to
the Rangeleys.
I think we are to have
good fishing this season,

not only
but more

L I V E A N I M A L T R A P ^ h;rkbe“

.,rï ï ^ the

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait.
All working parts inside o f trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
GATGH ’EM A L IV E A N D M A K E M ORE M O NEY

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
BOX W, OAK PARK, ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are coming this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bureau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.
Maine Information Bureau

Phillips, - Maine

nesday, the twenty-eighth of April
at eight o’clock, one hundred and for
ty-five Harrison street, East Orange,
New Jersey.”
A fter
Wednesday.
May 12, Mr. and Mrs. Patterson will
be at home at twenty-five Ivanhce
Terrace, East Orange, New
Jersey,
and we hope to greet them at Up
per Dam later in the season.

T H E U P P E R K E N N E B E C C O U N TR Y ,

For the sportsmen seeking a lo
cality of comparative newness,- the
Upper Kennebec regio-n will furnish
satisfaction.
In general this
may
be described a® the country to the
southwest of Moosehead Lake
and
between Lody and Bingham. It is
Fly Rod.
only within a few years that the
railroad has been extended
north
from Bingham to Moose-head Lake;
the intervening country previous to
that time, being accessible only by
buckboard.
Close to Bingham are the famous
bodies of water known as Ro-we, Car
ry, Chase, Otter, Pleasant and Pierce
Ponds, all with camps,
luxuriously
equipped.
These ponds furnish, ex
Directly west from Moo-sehead Lak cellent , brook front and landlocked
and reached via Somerset Junction salmon fishing.
Each has some not
and the Canadian Pacific Railway, able characteristic—one
has brook
i-s Jackman, and fast becoming
a trout exclusively; another is 2200
center for sportsmen.
The
Lake j feet above sea level and another rePark Camps, close to the
station, |veals objects thirty feet in its depth®
furnish excellent headquarters
for I Deer and moose are abundant
and
fishermen and huntsmen. From some Jbears are frequently found by the
of the twelve nearby lakes,
brook l careful hunter.
For many
years
trout of five pounds have been tak |Pierce Pond has been stocked with
en, also landlocked salmon and togue. , landlocked salmon, providing some
From one trout pool an angler,
in of the best sport to be found in the
twenty-eiigh-t minutes, took on the* state.
A fourteen-pounder of this
fly eleven trou-t of mio-re than thir species wa-s taken recently. Whether
teen pounds.
Thi-s i-s the source o-f some of the nine-pound salmon tak
the Moos-e R iver trip, one of the en here are of the Quinnat variety
best short canoe cruises in upper of th-e Pacific coas-t waters is an in
Maine.
Twin Island Lake offers teresting question.
While hunting
excellent fly-fishing and around
it near Carry Pond camps, one sports
a-re comfortable camps.
man wa;s known to kill, in a day,
Pairli-n Pond., now called Lake Par- two ten-point bucks and a bear
lin, is well known among sportsmen. weighing 387 pounds.
A three-pound
One hundred squre miles of lake and 'seven-o-uhee brook trout taken
in

JACKMAN AND
THEREABOUT

A R E YO U G OING TO BOSTON ?
Young women going to
Boston to work or study,
any lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on a shopping
trip without male escort will
find the

Franklin Square
House
a delightful place to stop. A
Home-Hotel In the heart, of
Boston exclusively for wo
men. 630 fooms, safe, com
fortable convenient of access,
prices reasonable. For par
ticulars and prices address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., H E . Newton St., Boston, Mass.

August is indication- that there &
midsummer sport for th-e fisherman.
Chase Pond hunters have sent i-n a
number of fine moo-se during receot
-hunting seasons.
Many of th®
camps have daily mails and telephone
service so that business men. may
be in the heart o-f the wilderness and
yet in touch with- a-ffairs.
Parlin
Pond, for years a private p-reserv*
of great value has recently
opened to sportsmen.
vTh-ere are
fine fishing waters within a short
radius of the luxurious central camp;
and farther in the wi-ldis is Enchanted
Lake, mountain bordered, six hundred
feet deep, and all that its name in*,
plies.
Parlin Pond may be reach,
ed either from Bingham, Jackman pr
Lake Moxie.

TRAPSHOOTING

|

MAY LOOK EASY
T-raipshcoting may look e a s y *
the casual observer. When it conn*
to mastering the sport, however, m
is pretty often apt to experience i
change of mind.
It is not a® sfe.
pie -ais it looks, am-d while only
ual participation in the sport
unravel all the kinks, still perhaps
a few words to the beginner may
help.
Trapshooting, essentially aa
American sport, recruits its devote«
from practically two classes of be
ginner's, field shooters who haw©
lured to the traps by the irresistible
challenge of the flying targets, and
true novices, men or women who
have never before been aceu - •ora»
to a gun.
The s-port consists of shooting with
a shotgun- at clay targets thrown in
to or through tine air with incredible
rapidity by a machine known as i
traip.
Th e trap is located in a hot»
ing, half buried in the- ground, to
protect the tra.p boy.
It is boarded
with heavy timber on the roof and
three sides nearest
the
shooters.
Sixteen feet back of the trap hoys®,
and arranged in tine form of an arc,
is situated the first firing line with
five stands for the sh-ooters, placed
10 feet apart.
Back o f tines© standi
at intervals o f a yard are arranged
th© handicap marks for use in hand,
ica-p tournaments.
As indicated by
the number o f stands five men font
the usual firing squad.
These men
shoot in rotation, changing their pos
itions a-t /the score after a certai*
number of shots have been fired by
each- participant from, his origin^
position.
A s the shooters take th-eir posit
ions at the score, the first prepare!
for his shot by “ covering” with hi!
gun am imaginary spot just above
the roof of the trap-house at a point
where he expects the clay target to
start.
When ready for the target
lie gives a sharp command, “ Pull.*
The puller springs the trap and the
e-Lay pigeon whirls afway through the
air.
If the shooter succeeds in
breaking the target he is credited
with a ‘iDead.”
If he fails he is
accordingly charged with a ‘Lost*
If the target is not legal for various
reasons prescribed it is termed “No
bird,” and the shooter is jx-rmitte!
another trial.
From the above .iit
might seem that trapshooting vas
sort of a “ lack-luster” affair.
8«
if any one is impressed this way
it is only necetesa-ry to give the sport
a trial.
Perhaps the first thing that both
ers the beginner is the fact that is
invariably must give the command
“:p uil” while he is holding h-is gun
at his shoulder and “ covering” tie
spot above the trap— from which tM
target w ill spring.
To the
field
shooter, at least, this position is un
natural., To the metre novice i-t in
disconcerting.
Nevertheless it is an
essential if one would become a real
trapshooter.
The quickness with
which the average clay pigeon' trav
els makes it necessary to "cover"
the target at the start of its flight.
Its flight u-p to gunshot range is ffiflGi*
quicker than that of the fastest birdTo b-e scored it must be broken be
fore prompt action is necessary.
Also it is practically essential that
the bird be hat at a time when your
pattern is at its best or within about
a distance of 40 yards'.
Whenever you write to one of
advertisers, don’t forget to meet
Maine Woods.
It is important
you to do so; important to us 1
the

advertiser

naturally wants

know where you found his name.

MAINE

W O OD S,

PHILLIPS,
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front row will be toward the back.
tlie direction of the development of
The plank should . be sizzling hot
Maine cities are to be seen-.
by this time, so take four o f the
Where a dense wilderness of tim
trout, which, hav© been split
open,
ber and undergrowth was the only
the full length, onto the board, skin
property in Millinocket a score of
side against the board, and set back
years ago a town of 4,000 is thriving
before the fire.
From time to time Description of What
the New
now, the water power has been har
baste with a piece of cloth dipped
nessed and put to work, valuation of
Bnilding Will Be Like
in melted butter or with a piece of
tlie town is nearly $2,000,000
and
fat pork.
If they roast unevenly re
the whole community has- been en
verse tlie board, top end down, one©
Following is a somewhat detailed livened and contagious
prosperity
or twice.
description o f tlie new station and been spread broadcast.
Have the four plates, from which restaurant that will be built on
the food will be eaten, getting warm Mount Washington, this summer, on
Rum ford in Oxford county shows
R e a l tob a cco fla v o r depends upon the le a f b ein g pre
by standing for a tim e in the dish pan the site of the famous old Sumtmit an increase of almost 1,000 per cent
served in its n atu ral state, possible on ly b y pressing the
containing hot water.
N ever serve house, and will rest on the founda in population in 25 years, it is a
leaves into p lu g fo rm and keeping it in b y c o v e rin g it
any food on cold plates.
tion built three years ago on
the thriving town and hard times never
L et the coffee be “ drip coffee” site of the Summit house, destroyed annoy the people wh,o jive there.
with a n atu ral le a f w ra p p er. T h e natural fla v o r and
made as follows:
Put ten heaping by fire in 1908.
The S. D. Warren plant for manufac
strength o f to b a cco escape w h en cu t o r granulated.
tablespoonfuls of ground coffee into
The n©w building will be 38 feet turing soda paper fiber was estab
T a k e a P lu g o f Sickle that is e v e n th orou gh ly dried out
a thin cheese-cloth bag (Large enough wide, 172 feet long and one and one- lished at Cumberland Mills in 1880
to hold the ground coffee very loose half stories (high.
so that w h e n y o u w h ittle it o ff it crum bles into dust, but it
It will be
built and the bustling little city of West
ly),
and
suspend
it
in.
the
empty
cof
brook is the result.
These examples
entirely
of
wood
in
the
old-fashioned
w ill burn and sm ok e sm ooth and cool as it has all o f its o r ig 
fee pot. Five minutes before serving way—strong, neat in appearance and are merely citations of what hidden
inal tobacco fla v o r preserved, u n evap orated in P lu g F orm .
gold mines are awaiting the prospec
the meal slowly pour ten cups of comfortable.
boiling water over and through the
W h it t lin g a pipeful is little trouble, am p ly repaid
No plaster will be used, the inside tor in Maine, ’Who has a good idea
coffee (pour twice if strong coffee being finished with sheathing. There and sticks persistently to it in tli©
in b oth q u a lity and quantity. T r y this experim ent and
is desired), cover the pot tightly will be a spacious lobby, with a big right time and with the right spirit.
judge for you rself.
and delicious coffee is ready.
open fireplace.
Large window® will
Sanford also might be mentioned.
The tea may be made in either be used in the lobby and it will be Thomas Goodall made Sanford of to
or both of the follow ing ways. This filled with plenty of
comfortable day possible and the big plush mills
way, i f each of the ladies prefers a chains.
Here will be the office, the
tlie town are the fundamentals of
different strength o f beverage:
fill postoffice, postcard and
souvenir the prosperity Which (has come
to
each cup when at tine table with boil stands and writing tables.
that community.
Thie ¡Main© Pro
ing water to which is added the quan
There will be a dining-room and ducts exposition, to be held in Port
tity of leaves to furnish the strength lunch counter; the dining-room will land June 7-19, is to be conducted
she desires, then tightly cover the have eight tables and the
lunch solely for the benefit of the state
cup.
counter will have 42 stools. Lavat as a whole, to serve as an education
Or, put loose! \ 'within a thin ories will be on the main floor off al institution, showing What has been
cheese-cloth bag one level teaspoon from the lobby.
accomplished in th© past and what
ful of tea. leaves and suspend within
Upstairs will be twenty guest can be done by applying the proper
a covered pail containing ten cnp,s rooms, each with a dormer window. amount of w ill power, initiative and
of boiling hot water, keep the pail In each room there will be two sin a fair ¡share of capital, always avail
tightly covered for three
or five gle beds.
There will also be lavat able Whenever a favorable opportun
Browned maisibed potatoes with grate minutes (according to strength of ories on the second floor.
ity arises for investment.
dbeeiste
drink desired), 'then
quickly open
Adjoining the dining-room will be
Coffee
Cold Spring W ater
Tea the pail, remove the hag of leaves, the kitchen, service and store room®,
Build a good higih fiiire of hard re-cover at a ©e and serve a.s want with eight sleeping rooms above for
wood, so placed that the heait will ed.
the employees.
Off from the kitch
be readily Reflected.
Get out the
It only remains to serve the viands en at the north and facing the Liz
Helping “ Old Camper” Along With oft used plank with its groove at to the hungry guests.
Take to the zie Bourne (monument will be a spac
both ends, along which so frequently table the hot plank with the trout ious piazza for the benefit of
the
That Meal
Dials flowed the juices of the finny on it and serve from this.
A fter employees.
tribe, and set it up before the fire these have been finished, remove the
Under this piazza will be the elec
The Sanford Tribune says:
‘‘Al
plank and all evidence of the fish, tric light and heating plant, and a though it was something which has
A T E M P T I N G A L F R E S C O F E A S T . to get piping hot.
Put a kettle o f cold water where and serve the remainder of
the room and toilet for the railroad em not happened in recent years at least,
meal.
t, Editor Forest and Stream:
Let it w ill come to a boil.
ployes.
The ¡house will be entirely if ever, the fact that a local hunts
Into the baking pan put a pig pint
ELLIS E. W. GIVEN, M. D.
hospitality aiboucnd!
May it ever be
heated by steam and lighted through man went ‘‘a hunting” in
Central
-that the latchnstring hangs oo.it
at of flour and thoroughly mix with the
out by electricity.
Square last Saturday night and bag
among
‘ each woodman’s cabin and sports baking-powder (taken from
First-class in every respect, and ged some game makes an interest'
P IN E K N O L L S .
Read the label for
man’s camp, thus to invite the pass the “ fixins” ).
built in a (manner to afford every ing story and not a ‘‘fish story”
ing stranger to shelter and cheer; the quantity to use, as brand's vary,
possible comfort to travelers,
the either.
The huntsman wa®' Robert
R. F. D. No. 1, Neuse, N. C.,
where, belated on hde journey or con but one and one-half teaspoonfuls is
new building will he in every way a Rankin, the place
was
Central
Editor Forest and Stream: I have
fused in direction, be w ill
receive about right.
credit to New* Hampshire’s grandest Square, the time, 11 o’clock
and
been
an
interested
and
appreciative
the needed aid together with satisfac
Add one-half teaSpoonful of salt
mountain.
after;
the
game,
two
fine
muskrat®.
tion for the inner mam.
and mix well, then add one table- reader of Forest and Stream for
The building will be all frame'', .For several days previous it had
“ Old Camper” indeed had a privi spoonful of lard (not melted)
and many years and also have had some this spring at Lisbon and work of been told about that muskrats which
lege in extending the ‘‘lionors of the again mix until smooth and no lumps experience in camping, so accept the erection will start as early as trains made their home in the brook run
camp,” thus being really the repres remain.
You are now ready to add invitation to tell What I should do can be run to the summit.
It is ning off Kimball street were wand
en
entative o f the absent hundreds
of enough water to make a stiff dough. in ‘ ‘Old Camper’s” position as
now planned to have the house up ering about different nights up onto
fellow campers who so thoroughly ap Do all the mixing with a big spoon tertainer for those unexpected guests. and ready for occupancy by
the tlie main street.
How thie rats
prove of extending the helping hand. or a broad stick of wood hut not with I consider the most acceptable hos first of August.
should
get
so
far
away
from their
' With a neighborly and friendly hand the hands, and handle the dough as pitality to hungry people would be
Pure, fresh water coming from the homes is not known, but they did.
shown
by
preparing
as
soon
as
pos
Dust some flour
Lakes of the Clouds will supply the “Rob” wa® returning from the barb
inscribe with charcoal on a piece of little as possible.
It will be pumped from er shop to hlis market shortly before
6 by 8 bark the follow ing menu and over the dough, rollingpin (glass bot sible what the larder afforded, not new hotel.
obey the appended instruction
in tle or round stick of wood with ’ the troubling to add ‘‘frills1” to the feast. tli© base into a 60,000 gallon tank, 11 o’clock last Saturday night when
First we will assume wood fire to located on the highest point of the
Its preparation:
bark o ff) and the breadboard, then
he found a group of young fellows
be used, with a supply of kindling summit.
The pumping plant was in stoning and chasing What
lift
the
dough
onto
the
w
ell
floured
Planked Trout »
they
convenient.
Start
the
fire,
put
stalled in 1912, at the base and it is thought was a rat.
board.
Roll the mass to a thickness
H ot Biscuit
He
joined
the
water to boil for coffee or tea
as capable of supplying 30 gallons per
of a little less than an» inch.
Butter
group and with, a stick killed
the
the guests prefer, cut some cold po minute.
Roast Partridge w ith gravy
Flour
the
top
of the bakinganimal
which
proved
to
be
a
fine
big
tatoes for frying. Put a small wedge
Assistant Superintendent Spaulding muskrat with handsome fur.
powder can and use as a cutter to of pork in each trout for seasoning.
He
has just returned from a trip to the returned to his market and
cut the rolled dough into pieces. Put
about
Brail three or four, according to size, summit and reports very little snow
these into 'half the baking pan of the
with a partridge, previously having and ice and from indications it will half an hour later another one of the
reflector.
near
mixed some flour, for ‘‘batter cakes” be possible to ruin trains to the sum animals made its appearance
the curbing in front of Broggi’s
Drive two forked sticks into the to bake in the frying-pan—¡having no
mit by May 1.
By April 15 the en store.
Again he armed himself
ground beside the fine, about twelve griddle.
tire
force
of
machinists
and track with a stick and this time added
T IM E T A B L E
inches apart and rest a crosspiece
Quite a task for an inexperienced men will be sent into the base to
another muskrat to his collection.
stick in the crotches.
T ie a stout person cooking several things at
In Effect,December 14th, 1914.
get the track and locomotives ready At last reports he had skinned the
wet string about the legs o f each, once.
One might have some merri for service.
animals and was the possessor of two
partridge and hiave a small piece of ment by asking the visitors to as
The Mount Washington railway is fine furs.
FARMIN G T O N Passenger Trains leave Farmbacon
secured
on
the
upper
part
of
sist in the, preparation if they were owned by the Concord & Montreal
Iseton for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at
5.18P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas- each bird.
Suspend separately in a not too tired.
The host would need railroad.
It is an entirely independ
•Mïirer trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
«nd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 row from the cross-piece with a pan to be waiter and bake cakes as the
ent corporation and is operated inde G O L F A N D T H E S U M M E R B U S IN 
P, M.
beneath to catch the dripping's which visitors ate.
I am certain that hun pendently by its directors in connec
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9-35 A . M and leaves are to be used for busting the birds
ESS.
gry
people
would
enjoy such a re tion with the Boston & ¡Maine, which
«»11.00 A. M.
and making the gravy.
past.
And quite a romance might corporation directs it as the lessee
STRONG P A S S E N G E R
T R A IN S leave for
Have them revolve so that
all result from this chance acquaintance
fcrmington, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M. For
of the Concord & Montreal road.
From the Southern resorts come
from if two of the party were unmarried.
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and sides receive the heat equally
By economy and close management reports of a big season on—wherever
Mngaley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.50 P.
the fire.
Soon as the fleteh is tend Tell us about it.
W ith interest,
the road has acquired a surplus of golf was played. Where shooting was
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at er to a sliver o f wood, dust a very
M A R Y L. MILLS.
between thirty and forty
thousand the principal diversion, the season
1137 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 small amount of salt and pepper over
(T o be continued.)
P.M.
dollars which is to be appropriated
was not remarkable but Where there
each bird and remove from the fire.
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
for the new building.
were links, there you found the peo
A.M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from Make a gravy by
thickening the
Readers of Maine Woods w ill be
During the construction
of the ple.
jiurmington at It.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
York is fortunate in possessing
drippings with
a littlle flour rub able to obtain much valuable infor
1*40P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
new building the old Tip Top house one of th¡e finest golf links in Nefw
bed
quite
smooth
in
a
tablespoonful
mation for their camping trips this, w ill be used by tlie work(me:n as a
PHILLIPS P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave for
England, if not Vi the country. And
warm water and add slowly to summer, from these articles
Ptrmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For o f
taken boarding house a/nd after the
new William. Wilson, the professional, who
Aangeley at 6.15 P. M.
the drippings..
from Forest & Stream.
house is open the old house will be has just returned from
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
Pinehurst,
«•56. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
A s soon as the birds have
been
retained in its original condition as
U.20. M.
states
that
the
green®
this
year will
put to roast take about half of the
a ¡relic.
M AIN E S T A T E E X P O S IT IO N .
be in better condition than ever be
MIXED T R A IN leaves for Farm ington at 7.30
cold
boiled
potatoes,
completely
mash
—Gorham Mountaineer.
A M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
fore.
The winter ha® not
played
•armington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
them, add one-quarter cup hot water,
havoc
with
them,
as
it
did
a
year
An
appeal
has
been
sent
to
the
HANGELEY P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave for thoroughly mix and add butter about
ago, and unde|r Mr.. Wilson’s care
Jtttington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P. size of walnut,
in
small pieces heads of the boards of trade and many such men.
Of course the Maine cities, Saco, during the spring, the links will be
throughout the muss.
Form into a chambers of commerce to help make
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 3.45
flat, round shape about two inches the Maine state exposition a get-to Biddeford, Portland, Lewiston,, Au in perfect shape for the opening.
P*M. and leaves at 7.30 A . M .
If golf is proving to be the biggest
lightly with
grated gether occasion in -June, to bold a burn, W aterville, Augusta, Bangor
8ALEM P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves at 1.00 think, cover
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
cheese and put into the well greased quiz every day while it is in prog and the others have taken advantage inducement for a summer resort,
of the general business prosperity of then York is unusually fortunate, and
kingfield p a s s e n g e r t r a i n leaves for h alf of the baking pan. and put this ress, advertise wants of various sec
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. F or Farm - pan containing the potatoes, and ¡bis tions' and take steps
to fill them. the past few years and save in only it certainly would seem that a golf
">«ton at 12.40 P. M.
cuits, into the refliecter which
has One of the best incentives' for tlie rare instances, improvement lias been link is the one of the best assets
BIGELOW P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves for been so placed as to get good strong timid man who wishes to branch out thie rule and the gradual growth of
^raingtoTi at 10.50 A . M. Arrives from K in gthe of any resort, either in the South
heat from the fire.
Bake until the in businesls is for a successful man the state must be credited to
"»ldat jo.oo A. M.
or the North.— York Transcript.
industrial
centeris.
F. N. B E A L, Gen’ l Manager,
row of biscuits next the fire
turn who has done much the same, to tell
Instances of phenomenal growth in
Maine has
Phillips, Maine.
brown, then reverse the pan so the him how to proceed.

THE NEW
SUMMIT HOUSE

Putting Tobacco In Tins is Like
“Locking the Stable Door”
— “A fte r the Horse is G one”
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SOME MORE
SUGGESTIONS

SANDY RIVER i RANGELEY
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SSice'it as
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CAPTURES TWO
FINE MUSKRATS
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ing cf the next school year.
Mr. weeks is able to be out.
Pratt is a Farmington boy and a
Estelle Smith cf Phillips
High *
brother of Bert Pratt, who was in school wa® at home over Sunday,
ISSUED WEEKLY
Phiillliips for several year® employed
Mr. and Mr®. W ill Berry will ta
by the S. R. & R. L. R. R.
employed by Cirri® Vo®e for the sum.
W e trust everyone will be inter
Mrs. H. B. Austin
accompanied
Phillips, Maine
The members of Sherburne Chapt mer.
her husband Tuesday cm bis weekly ested in the clean-up day for the er, O. E. S., were entertained by tlie
Mrs. Dan, Huff visited, relatives in
benefit c.f tine Union, church
and
business trip to Augusta.
L. B. BRACKETT,
gentlemen Wednesday evening at Strong last week.
Business Manager
Automioib'ifles are beginning to ap Parish, that has been set for nelxt |the regular stated meeting and after ' Mrs. Mellissa Morrelll who has been
Those
who
pear frequently on the
streets of Wednesday, April 28.
the business wa® . concluded
ice cue of the sufferers from grip i8
are unable to assist that day
can,
Phillips,
a®
mearflly
everyone
owning
cream, fancy crackers and
coffee about again.
OUTING EDITION
a mad line Ilia® had them cut for a perhaps see that a substitute is, sefnt were servedRay Smith is very busy getting
pages ......................................... $1.00 per year
Whist wa® enjoyed
try.
Visitor® in Famiingtcn
last in their place.
LOCAL EDITION
the remainder of the evening
and the Dunham aohioolhiousfe in shape to
Herbert. McKenzie la® been con the gentlemen showed that they are open school next Monday.
tl and 16 p a g e s ............... ............. SL6C per year Saturday stated that you could hard
Canadian, Mexican, Caban and Panama aubly find a place to crfoss the street fined to hi® heme by Mines® the fully capable of entertaining. These
'Gharles Dodge ils loading pulp for
s inption 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
past few days.
the autos were lined up so thickly.
on the committee were Worthy Pat- Haley & Field at Sandy River Sid
t cents extra.
Mrs. Neville W heeler wa® called rrm, Carl Beedy, J. Blaine Morrison, ing.
Mr. and Mr®. Irving Pcttlie of Pitt
Entered as second class matter. January 21. Street,
Portland, passed Patriots’ to New Sharon last week by tlie C. M. Hoyt, A. G. Cronklhite, Dr. W.
P909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
death of heir brother, Cyrus S. Gor J. Garter, C. F. Chandler. The com
Day with, friend® at East Hiram.
the Act of March 3. 1879,
mittee appointed for the next meet
There will be a business meeting don, who passed away cn Friday.
Dr. Valeras White of Bast Dixfield ing are Mrs. J. W . Brackett,
Mrs.
of
the
Epworth
League
at
tlie
close
T n . Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
state or Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- of tine Thursday evening prayer meet was in town last Friday in consulta E. H. Shepard, Mrs. M. W. Harden.
tion with Dr. E. C. Higgins in the
i t»«r and Outing news, and the Franklin county ing next week, April 29.
There will be a grand bail! at tilie
lo .¡ally.
case of ¡Mrs. Octaviia Badger,
who Grange hall, A|pril: 30th, with, music
D.
W.
Weil®
ha®
purchased
Mrs.
Maine Woods solicits comnunications and fish
Ila Ross’s plaice on the west side of ha® been quite ill* for several weeks by Dyer’s orchestra of Strong.
Tine death of Mrs. Sylvin a Wells,
•nd game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of your paper the river about 1-2 mile below
the past.
who was 100 years old Last Septem
changed, please give the old as well as new
The Social Service club will meet
Uncle Eben.
village and ha® moved his
family
ber, remove® the oldest person in
address.
“ Some men gits credit foh liabbin’ Franklin county.
there.
Mrs. Rosis has lived
with in the Parish House Tuesday after
Another ceanttfiher parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. noon, April 27 at 2 o’clock. All ladies a good disposition,” said Uncle Eben, arian is ( Mrs. Sophronia H. White
“ mos’ly because dey is so fixed dat of New Sharon whlo will be 100 yeajs
T H U R S D A Y , A P R I L 22, 1915.
Babb the past winter, who own a come prepared to tack a quilt.
Mr®. Eland Wright is quite ill at dey’s in a position to have purty old next August.
home directly opposite.
much deir own way.”
One day last week when postmast- the home of her daughter, Mrs. D.
Mrs. Weills’ death occurred at tlie
MRS. B A R N E S A F O R M E R R E S I
T
Harnden.
Mrs.
W
righ
t’s
illness
e" S. G. Haley was on a business
home of her stepson, J. C. Wells in
D E N T OF P H IL L IP S .
trip to No. 6 and at the
Calden is caused from several shocks which
FEDERATED CHURCH
Madrid, on Wednesday,
April ! if
place, he saw two deer, a doe and a she has suffered from.
The funeral service® were held] on
Mr®. Nora H. Davenport, who, has
The following was taken from the buck not 20 rods away.
Both lie
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor. Friday at 10 a. m., Rev. M. S. Hut
Andover notes in thie Rumiford Falls and George Mull got a good look at been with her nephew, Hon. H. S.
Calendar for week ending March chins of Phillip®, officiating.
Times.
Dr. and Mrs. Barnes for them before they
disappeared dp Wing, Kingfield, since last May, was 1.
Mrs. Wells wa® tlie daughter ol
pleasantly surprised on her birthday,
m erly resided id Phillips and
the through -the pasture.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Wilbur and
Sunday,
April
25:
10.45—Morning
I
April
8tih,
with
a
letter
party
and
last year of their residence
bene
W alter Gilson hias bought William
Sermon, “ Tlie Way Ever was born at North N©av Poirtifl
was passed in-the* ¡house now occupied Presby’s farm in Avon
It being impos worship.
and
Mr. post card shower.
lasting.”
12.10—
Su,nday school. 7.30 September 6, 1814. Subsequently her
by H. F. Beedy, esq:
Presby will move onto the farm a- sible to write each friend separately,
—
People’s
service.
Music by Choral parents moved to Anson and a fev
known
as the s1e wishes to extend to her many
“ Mrs. M. Abbie Barnes after an ill bove the village
years later returned to North, Me*
Club.
Address,
“
Current
Events.”
friends through the columns of the
ness. of one week from bromcJhdlai Charles Alien farm.
Portland.
When the daughter SjlThursday,
April
30:
7.30—
Prayer
thanks
The ladles are planning a general Main© Woods her sincere
trouble succumbed suddenly to heart
vina was 20 years old ¡sh© was mar
meeting.
Mark
4:24;
Mattihefw
18:
failure and died at the home of her cleaning and pick-up campaign on the for their thoughtfulness, the cherry
ried to Henry Wilbur o f
MadriL
21-22, “ Measuring Life.”
sister, Mrs. Lena Bonmey, in Somer interior of the Tin ion church
and letters, cards and gifts. Mrs. Daven
She became the mother of
eigist
ville, Mass., Friday evening,
April Parish House next week, Wednesday port ha® been very’ poorly for the
children, of wliorn but three are no*
9, at the age of 69 years. Sb© was and all who wish can join in a pic past year, and under the care of a
MADRID
living, William Wilbur of Chest ervffle
physician all of the time. Sh© re
the widow of Dr. W. W. * Barnes, nic dinner at the- Parish House.
Aluncn Wibur cf Rangeley; Mrs. iswho practiced 4n town for several' / An exciting runaway was witnessed gain® her strength very slowly. Her
aiah Taylor, Rangeley.
April 20.
of nephew and. family have done every
years.
A fter hi's death sihe went Sunday af tern con wh en a pal r
Having lost her first I n--band in
Voluntime Berry’ is confined to the
to Boston and passed several winters spirited horses owned by N. J. Hack- j thing for comfort and she has been
the early 60’e, Mrs. Wilbur in 1868
house
with
grip.
tenderly
cared
for
by
them
since
with her sister.
Last summer she ett and driven by Naifct E lis of Rambecame tine w ife of Aaron Wells oi
Slue intends to
Charles Moore has been quite ill
was with her son Walter, who is geley dashed from the upper village going to Kingfield.
Madrid.
He died in 1892 and Mrs.
leave
this
Monday,
April
26,
for
her
but is on the gain now.
pleasantly located in Andover, end down through Main street and final
W eils ha® in her old age made her
Gilman,
enjoyed bier visit so much that she ly landed in the in ill ya rd of the daughter’®, Mrs. Ralph E.
Mrs. Lizzie Weymouth is still very home with i is son, Joel C. Weils
Mrs. H. S. W ing will ill.
lingered until the late cold weather International Mfg. Co.
On the last Old Orchard..
of Madrid, where, she ha® been kind
when she returned to Boston.. She corner turned the carriage was on accompany her.
The village school opened Monday ly- cared for. She has generally had
Are ycu thinking of buying a car
was a member of the Congregational two, wheels and six spokes
were
with Daisy Davenport of
Phillips, good health and ha® been an indJ
church and of the Christian Endeavor taken out, but no further damage wa this year? If so, examine th,e Me<tz, teacher.
trious, helpful woman.
Sire had oat
Society from its organization
and done to either carriage or occupants. it will pay you.
A letter received from C. E. Gross- been as w ell as usual since the e*
Hilliard,
the
little
son
of
Mr.
and
ever ready to do her part. Many of Tire horses were frightened by an
man who i® in the Sisters’ hospital, I ly part of the winter, Bright's <&
her intimate friend® here had passed automobile and a® they are large Mrs. Everett Beedy has had a severe
Lewiston, states that Ms leg
has |ease having developed, but she di
cold
this
week.
on before bier but these who are left powerful horses and very spirited it
been
out
open
and
the
doctors
ore not take her bed till the S a t e *
A. W. Bean has been, more com
will always remember bier as a help was no easy task to control them.
before her death.
hopeful
that
it
can
be
saved
from
ful friend.
She ih survived by two
Mrs. E. B. Currier received a let fortable for a few days past.
Mrs. W ells was of Revolution«!
amputation.
The
Camp
Fire
Girls
will
meet
in
sons, Floyd, of Somerville,
Mass., ter from a relative in
Skowhegan,
lineage,
lier
grandfather
having
There
is
to
be
an
especially
interj
where her funeral was held Sunday who stated that there were 800 the Parish House Friday evening at
estimg qneeting of
Sandy
R iverj served in the war for the indepet J
7.30.
afternoon. The remains were brought people under the care of a physician,
It is ; dence of the Oolonies. She '¡erstf
Miss Kathleen Noble lias won first Grange Saturday, May 1st.
here Monday and a, short service at the present time, the greater part
to be hoped that every member will i was born during tlie war of 1812. .1
position
in
her
class
.in
the
Phillips
held at the home of her eon, Walter, of them being afflicted with severe
Besides her children M,rs. Wei ,
conducted by Rev. Geo.
Graham, colds and grip, and there were many High school and Mis® Her tense But be present.
leaves several grandchildren, al*
The
farmers
are
ploughing
her©,
ler
in
the
Grammar
school.
Tuesday afternoon.
Many friends i others ill who had not called a phyi . ..
It is expected there will he work quite a difference front last year. We the stepchild with whom she «• !
were present.
The flowers
were i sician.
were traveling with, sleigh®,
and sided and three other®, viz., C M j
¡many choice pieces, consisting
of
W e are sorry to report the severe with six candidate^ at the meeting
er and Eben Wells of
Worcester
now it its very good wagoning.
of
Hope
Rebekah
Lodge
this
Friday
roses, lilies of the vallety, pinks, and illness of Mrs. Hattie Hoyt.
Mrs.
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Anna
Robinson]
of
F.
A.
Richardson,
who
has"
been
j
Refreshments will be serv
a lovely pillow of callia Liies.
In Hoyt lias been in very poor health, evening.
confined to the house tilie past three ! Avon.
ed.
The
committee
are
Mrs.
Ed
terment at Woodlawn cemetery.”
all winter, but ha® been worse of
___ —----------------- ward Green word and Mrs.
A
A.
late.
Jacobs.
The Christmas Present club will
Saturday afternoon the third and
meet with Mr®. C. F. Chandler next
DISTRICT NO* 2
fourth degrees wiM be conferred at
Tuesday, April 27.
North
Franklin
I The Phillips Hardware Co. has tilie Mie meeting of
April 21.
Those who are not solic
conenience of a motor truck
this Grange.
Mrs. Ida Davenport was the guest
spring, as C. E. Parker has remod ited from will please bring sandwich
of relatives' and friends in the village
eled his Buick from a four-passenger es or doughnuts.
last ■week.
into the truck, and it is proving its ! About 50 from Phillips went to
Miss Abbie Calden is
attending usefulness in quick order.
! Kingfield ■on tlie special train Wed
school in this district and boards
The many friends cf Mr. H. H. nesday might, the occasion being the
I t ’s worth something—LOTS— to be ab
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Vinimg will be sorry to learn of his I district meeting of the Odd Fellcfws
solutely sure you w ill get your full moneys
Morrill Wing.
with Governor King Lodge.
When
serious' illness.
School iln thjis district commenced
worth— when you are buying coffee. IF
Rollins & Bean are getting busy j the train reached Phillips from Ran
Monday with, Miss Fannie Hume of on automobile repairing and their gel ey the brothers1 in town found a
TH E N A M E ‘ ‘W H IT E HOUSE” is at
North Anson, teacher.
She boards shop at the upper village is pretty “ diner” attached to the special from
with Mrs. Bion Wing. Miss Marion well filled with cars at the present Rangeley and they were served to a
tached to the package of coffee you pur
Sargent, who teaches the
spring time.
fine lunch of sandwiches, frankfurts,
chase, T H E R E ’L L N O T BE an iota o f
term in the Reed district boards with.
Missies Miller and Irwin spent the coffee and fruit by tjhieir Rangeley
doubt.
\
Mrs. G. L. Ross.
holiday at the form er’s home
in. brothers, who were appropriately gar
Mrs. Ada. Haley went to Lewiston North Jay.
bed for the occasion in their white!
L Dwin<dl»Wi*ight Co,. Principal Coffee Roaster», Boston & Chic a g
Tuesday, where she w ill have her
Everett Beedy does not care to re coats.
eyes fitted for glasses.
She Was peat the tumble he took last Mon
Reports from DeBerna* Ross
are
accompanied by her son-in-law, EL day.
He was up on a pile of lum that he i® gaining slowly.
win McLaughlin, who is also having ber taking seme measurements and
W e have received a communication
Mrs. F. W. Harnden and two tihild- stepped cn a board which.
Maine
caused from “ Spiking Hammer” for
Mrs. F. W. Harden and two child him to land 15 feet below, striking Wood® but as the name of the writer
ren went to, Dry den Monday for a on the edge of a dry goods box. H© Was not sent we are withholding it
week’s visit with Iyer daughter, Mrs. wa® pretty well lamed up but
tilie
no tills week, and will ask that
Esina Hewfey.
They were accotmpan- broken bones have been discovered w riter send, in, his name, not
for
ied by Mrs. Hamden’s sister, Mrs. fortunately.
publication but as a guarantee
of
Ida Davenport, who, after visiting in
News' bias been, received of the good faith,, and we will be very glad
Dry den will go to Mexico for a' visit death cf Harry Bean of New York. to publish, the art idle in next w eek’s
with her brother, Ira T. Wing and He was the son of the late Mr. and issue.
family.
Mrs. George W. W heeler of Far
Mrs. David Bean cf West Farmington, both of whom died last spring mington after passing the winter, at
within a few days of each,
other. the home of her nephew and niece,
No Desire to Be Ray of Sunshine
“ These signs on the order of ‘Keep Mr. Bean’s death, occurred March 22 Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Greenwood, re
ßjniling,’ ‘Cheer Up,’ etc., give me a from pneumonia..
opened her own residienic© last week
large pain,” said Sackville McKnutt,
O f course you are interested
in and is again keeping house there.
A Car that is built right. Handsomely finished. Simple in operation
•who has a very somber cast of counte
Lyde F. Pratt, soon to receive hi®
having tire ground® of your church
nance. “ Did you ever see a picture of
Economical in up-keep. Among the attractions it possesses is the
Ph. D. degree from Johns Hopkins
Abe Lincoln that had a smile on It? . and Parish, House neat and attract
It is hoped you will show your university, has accepted the position
And did you ever see one of George ive.
Washington with a broad grin? I am interest by helping on clean-up day, of teacher in organic aheaxuistry in,
There the University of Virginia and Will
proud that I resemble Lincoln and next Wednesday, April 28.
Call and let us demonstrate this car to you.
Washington.”— Kansas- City Star.
begin liis work there with till© open
will be work for everyone.

M A IN E W O O D S !

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

J. W. Brackett Co.

DIES AT ADVANCED
AGE OF 100 YEARS

“ METZ 25”

ATTRACTIVE PRICE

CHAS. W . SKILLINGS,

R. F. D. 4,

Farmington,

MAINE

CLASSIFIED
capt a word in advance.

N o headline or
Subject* in a. b. c. order

STREAM FISHING
AT OX BOW

S A L E —Wood

saw outfits:
3
g P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110:
I y p. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran- Ice in Aroostook Started and the
^ for five years.
28 inch saw
Drive Will Soon Be On.
{5,50. Other sizes in
proportion.
Thirty days free trial.
Thorndike
Oxbow, Me., April 19.
gichine Co.. Portland, Maine.
T o the Editor of Maine Woods:
One hundred aind forty years ago
X competent housekeeper
wishes
to-day, “ the shot heard around
the
;o do general housework in a email
world,’ ’ was fired at Lexington and
family.
Has a boy 13 years old
Concord bridge.
How young we are
„hom she wishes to take with her. as a Nation,, and yet how able to
gaud answers to Mrs. George Allen,
stand ailone, and do many th,lings well'
yilton, Maine.
which were net even dreamed of by
Nations centuries old when we were
pOBSALE— Cows, A. S. Beedy, Fhil- born.
I htarve often questioned (secciretl.y\ whiefther- sonxe of our 20th
UPAMe««-------------------------------------------- ------ century inventions might not rightly
fANTED—A housekeeper. For fur- be called wonders rathen than im
As to travel, I ’d rath
¡¡ur information wri/te to Box
67, provements ?
er walk on foot (that’s Irish) • four
jBgtis, Maine.
blocks than to risk my life in an auto
LAUNCH FOR S A LE — Detroit Boat mobile; and ais for a flying machinfe
feet on ‘‘terra
Co, 18-ft. launch with Detroit engine, I ’d rather keep my
good condition, built with unusual cotta,” or on the, deck of a seaworthy
finish and equipment fo r
wealthy boat however rough the sea. Take
party and now in boat house
of tine telephone, I can’t maintain a dec
See Mountain Camps, W ilton,Me., ent line of talk and get tlhe gist of
¡8(or sale at very reasonable price the matter in hand although my hear
best.
it present storage place.
See
or ing is just as sound as the
Locomotives and patent couplers kill
Trite George E. Clark, W ilton, Me.
many innocent persons
suddenly
great
WANTED— 'Two first
class exper- every year, thereby causing
The trolley cars I
itoced table waitresses
fo r
hotel ecendmie losis.
grace
fork. Steady work the year -ound. can stand with considerable
and much patience; they are the
Hotel Eagle, Brunswick, Maine.
poor m an’s horse and carriage, a^nd
Lady wishes position as pianist in are run at a minimum charge
for
botel or camps. W ill assist in clerical fares. But, after all, I love to
rork. References. C., Box 738, Farm- ¡|walk provided the weather is fine,
ington, Me.
j the going good and the scenery pasI sahly grand and attractive. Fcr my
TOLET—For the season, six-room part, I ’d rather travel in the good
cottage furnished on Rangeley Lake cld fashioned way, on. foot or cn horse
between South Rangeley and Oquos- back.
The latter way I have never
#c;' aJso motor boat.
W rite
C. tried; but, having much
leisure
F. Goodridge, Oquossoc, Maine.
time, walking is my favorite exer
cise with some objective point In
FOR SALE— Potato seed for planting, view.
something new, the Blue
Mountain
A ll of this is a long way
from
variety, originated from the Green “ Tipperary” and “Tlhe Bow.” Snow
Maintain potato.
V ery nice. Seed and ice still hold us in
winter’s
{1.00 per bushel.
Frank Chandler,
grasp.
Uniiculcus and Aroostook are
Phillips, Maine.
still full of broken rotten ice.
Hun
dreds of log drivers are encamped
PALMER E N G IN E S A N D along their shores, waiting for the
ice pack to start.
One such camp
.LA U N C H E S .
Umculcus,
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes |is located near us, on
andlight boats, $48.00. Largest stock where fifty to sixty men are quietly
ia Maine. Catalogue free. P A L M E R waiting for tide word, go! Mr. John
BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Po tland, Me. McLean is the employer, and Broth
This Get’s ’Em— Hornunsr Combined. er Haissanx presides at the bean hole
SPINNER-WOBBLER
and the dough board.
It leeks to
Perfect spinner, dandy wobbler, with day as if the river ice would start
enticing reflection and flutter.
Of
run. to the sea at any minfinefct materials, brass, copper, or op its
nickel and copper finished.
Trout
sfce, 25c each: $2.60 dozen—b r iss size,
35c; $3.50 dozen. T r ia l spoon on receipt
o f price i f not at dealers- Calinet Co.,
Dapt. 2. Box 1928, Los Angeles, Calif.

R a b b its W a n t e d

TH E PLEA SU R E

W O OD S,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , A P R I L 22, 1915.

ule, and it is a part of our duity, as
well as our pleasure to watcfli, i,t go.
The »toil is saturated, like a wet
blanket, wiltih water.
Tihie melting
■sniow in the forests makes all the
sidehjjLl rills fciamiing brooklets1; our
one and only ¡highway has been under
water in many places and the wheel
ing is simply inconceivably bad to
one used to asphalt roadis and grano
lithic walks.
Nevertheless,
many
four-1lorise wagons filled with rivermen go up to the Flattis every day;
also heavy loads of provisions and
provender.
Our two public schools will begin
next Monday.
Mrs. Archie Judkins
of “ the Bow” will have charge
of
the school cn the ridge, and Miss.
Emery may preside at
tliie
west
end of the village.
The new steel bridge over
U|mcuLcus its a piece of good work, sub
stantial and useful.
Stream fishing has already begun,
but we have yet to see tbe size
and color cf the fish..
Not a worm
has come up anywhere near the sur
face of the garden; in fact, we are
scarcely able to put a spade down
h ill deep so wet and soggy is the
soil.
Our three parishes of
Masardiis,
Squa Pan and Ox Bow are new with
out a pastor, much to our regret.
Who is resipomsaible for a suitable
pulpit supply we cannot tell,
but
probably the Maine Home Missionary
Society is alert in all such matters
affecting' the public welfare.
In the
absence of any ‘'¡Moore Theatre” we
go to bed at 8 or 9 o’clock, and lay
the fire about 5.30 a. m. next day.
Hewing wood and drawing
water,
feeding poultry and going to and fro
to the postorffiee, besides writing the
news for “ The Maine W oods’” and
reading the daily papers, make up
the round cf duty each: day which
passes pleasantly in antieipaticn of
splendid fishing now close at hand.
Please accept oUr heartfelt thanks
for extra. _copies, and for a full set
of aper and stamped envelopes just
received.
W e feel now like a reg
ular “ contrib.”
P. S.
Just as 1 finished writing
the ice in Aroostook started, and the
river drive will surely start to-day or
to-morrow.
Ycurs Cordially,
J. C. Hartsihorne.
MARRIAGES
Carthage, April 9, belaud Savage
and Miss Faye Conant, both
of
Weld.
Industry, April 12, by Franklin W.
Patterson, esq., L eslie Leroy Taylor
and Miss Sadie Sybell Rackliffe, both
of Industry.

O f an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND

DEATHS.

Five hundred rabbits wanted during
Farmington, A pril 21, Mrs. John
thismonrh W ill pay fifteen cents each W ill Be Greatly Enhanced I f the
Briggs, aged 61 years, 8 months, 17
delivered at my Fox Ranch. Rabbits
clays.
tobe Bhot with nothing smaller than
No. 2 shot. For further information
Madrid, April 14, Mrs. Sylvina . W.
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
write or phone
Wells, aged 100 years, 7 months, 8
Home During Your Stay.
M. F. STEVENS, Dover, Me. Positively
the Only First-Class Modern day®.
Phene 64.15
New Sharon, A pril 13, William G.
House In the City, With A ll Conven; iences Including Hot and Cold Running- Graves, aged 81 years, 8 months, 14
j W ater and Local and Long Distance days.'
j Telephone in A ll Rooms.
MAPS OF M A IN E
.South Fram.ingh.am,, Mass.,
April
Just a step fr om Monument Square 8, F. Laforest Baker of Weld, aged
RESORTS A N D ROADS
Restaurant Connected. R ates Reasonable.
a k e the “Jitney” or Munjoy H ill car^fiom 65 years.
Maine Woods has f requent inquiries T
Union Station.
Oquossoc, April 13, infant sen of
tor maps of the fishing regions o f the
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
Mr.
and Mrs. Merrill Thomas, aged
it&te, etc. W e can furnish the foliowB E S T ROOMS I N T H E C IT Y
10 "\veeks.
Ulgmaps:
franklin County
$ .50 H. E. T H U R S T O N .
R. F. H I M M E L E I N .
New York city, March 22, Harry
Pro p rietors.
Somerset County
.50
L. Bean, formerly o f West FarmingOxford County
.50
ton, aged 50 years, 1 month,, 23 days.
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50W E G U A R A N T E E TO IN C R E A S E
Washington County
.50 Y O U R CATCH OF R A W FU R b IF
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 O U R B A IT S A R E USED. With each
Geological map of Maine
.£ bottle we give a written guarantee,
and if not satisfied your nioney will be
R. R. map of Maine
.
returned. W e must please you or lose
Andro8ooggin County
.30
Cumberland County
.35 money.
S&ncock County
.50 5000 B O TTLES H A V E A L R E A D Y
ieimebec County
•35BEEN SOLD A N D NO T ONE T R A P 
Jjpox County
.35 PE R H A S A S K E D FOR H IS M ONEY
_____
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35 B A C K .
tonobecot County!
.5o
William F. Nye s the great- |
A N IM A L A TTR A C TO R
Waldo County
-3b
fork County
•35will lure all flesh eating animals such as
est authority on refined oils in the
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive+, erm
world. H e was the first bottler; has
wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
1. W B R A C K E T T CO., ine,
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
the largest business and NYOIL
M U S K R A T A TTR A C TO R
is the best oil he has ever made.
Phillips]
Maine. For luring muskrats only. Price (100NYOIL
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
HAS NO EQUAL. .
BEAVER ATTRACTO R
Make your purchase» from Maine For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
Wood« advertisement».
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
T R A IL SCENT
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
Sure Way to Detect a Married Man.
For making trails to and from sets.
tion.
“It requires no peculiarily acute de Very powerful odor.
Economical to
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
ductions to ascertain whether or not use." Price $1.00 postpaid.
your firearms and your rod. You will
a ®an is married,” said Sackville Mc
ottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
find it by far the best. Hardware and
Nutt. “Nearly every man carries his
N ’T W A S T E Y O U R TIM E A N D
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
•NEY W IT H B A ITS T H A T M A Y
ffioney in his right hand trousers
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
M A Y NO T BE GOOD. USE ATin trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
Pocket, consequently if the outer
ACTO RS A N D BE SURE OF RE®dge of that pocket is in a frayed con
L T S -A N in c r e a s e d c a t c h .
WM F. NYE,
dition from frequent entrance to the
80Urce of supply it is a cinch that
N e w Bedford,’ Mass.
Animal A ttractor Company,
the wearer is no bachelor.”— Kansas
Stanwood,
Iowa,
Box
M.
City Star.

NEW CHASE HOUSE

5

DRYDEN
April 21.
Wallace Virgin has hired with. H.
D. Hamden for the summer doing
Carpenter weak.

CORRECT LENGTH
FOR LEADERS

Leaders sold in the tackle houses,
are
Mrs. Filerence Fisili is working ait unfortunately for the anglers-,
generally
in
lengths
of
three
feet
or
Arthur Rdwe’s.
a multiple of that length, three, eiix
“ Uncle” Join Pickens is suffering
and nine.
A nme-foot leader is a
with the grip and cold, Which prevail
very inconvenient length, to use on
throughout the town.
a nine-foot single-handed rod,
and
Mrs. Grin McKeene returned from
rods of nine feet are those most
Madrid last week, where she attend
usually suggested for trout fishing
ed the funeral of her brother, An
over clear sitreams-, according to an.
drew Keene.
article recently published in Recrea
Mrs. N. E. Ad anus is threatened With
tion.
When, two or three flies' are
pneumonia. A trained nurse from
used, a siix-foot leader is too short.
Portland cants Tuesday evening. Mrs.
About the proper length of
leader
Adams as improving slowly.
for a nine-foot rod is eight * feet.
E,
B. Davenport has hired with the
Let us see how we can get around
Goods.pceds for the season.
This
this little difficulty and always have
will include the building of the new
a leader in proper proportion to the
public library, a gift of the Late Ag
length of the rod.
nes Gocdspeed.
For any rod, if you have your lead
The family of Mrs. C. M. Chatman
ers tied to order, make sure
tiiat
are all afflicted with the trip.
their
length
is,
a
Little
Less
than
the!
Mis® Hazel Davenport, who, is train
ing for nurse in the Central Maine distance front the ring of the tip
But if you buy your
has ben sick for ten days with tom t ) the reel.
tip
General -hospital', Lewiston, and who leaders in six-foot lengths, tie
silitis ha® again taken up her duties for yourself, or have tied up, some
and has also been promoted to ward extra lengths of stout gut about tfwo
feet long for a nine-foot rod. Loop
work.
Mrs. Frank Hamden and children these 'links1 into the upper end of
If the rod
and Mrs. Ida Davenport are visiting your six-foot leaders.
the former’s daughter, Mrs. E. L. is 10 feet in length, you, can pur
chase heavy three-foot leaders to loop
Hewey for a time.
to
your six-foot lengths and
thus
Miks Angie Lovejoy of Salem who
has been working for Mrs. N.
E. make leaders of nine feet. Of course
but
Adams has been obliged to. return you can buy nine-foot leaders,
you w ill find that heavy links of
home on account of sickness.
Gladys Chatman has returned to stout gut wilili outlast three or more
of the finer 'Leaders that must
be
her studies at Wilton, Academy.
used
for
work
over
clear,
low
Roland Ellsworth came from Weld
Thus by having a few
Monday and is stopping at Mr. Dav streapns.
two-foot
links
of stout gut for a
enport’s for a time.
nine-fcot rod or similar stout
gut
links of three feet for a 10-foot rod,
How Self-Starter Works.
The electric starting device used on you can always use a ¡Leader of the
all Regal cars is extremely sim; le in correct length.
operation as in construction. The
three requisites are a generator to j
Waterproof Matches.
produce the electricity, a battery!
Before you go camping, or away on
which stores the electricity until wanted and a starting motor which turns a voyage, prepare some waterproof
the flywheel of the engine until the matches, and see that they are always
engine is operating on its own power. at hand. In a small tin vessel melt
Incidentally, the generator supplies some paraffin, and, while it is still hot,
the current for the lights of the car dip the end of each match into this,
as well. As soon as the first explosion and lay it out carefully until cool and
occurs in the engine, the flywheel re- j dry. The coating of paraffin makes
volvos at much greater speed which the match absolutely waterproof.—Mc
automatically disconnects the start Call’s Magazine
ing motor and draws the armature
Drink Water and Live a Century.
shaft out of mesh with the flywheel
A Roumanian scientist claims that
gear.
anyone can live to be one hundred
1 * * *
! years old, barring accidents, if he
Corn cut at the dent stage of matur 1drinks enough water He declares he
ity has reached its maximum growth 1has discovered that old age is due to a
and silage made at this time has its decrease in the amount of water in
maximum value.
the system and that Father Time may
* * *
be checkmated by systematic water
Even under best of conditions j drinking during middle age.
calves are inclined to bark apple 1
trees, and should not be turned loose j
Ocean’s Richest Prize.
in young orchards.
Sperm whales are the richest prize
* * *
of the ocean, yielding spermaceti
If milk contains large numbers of
from the cavities in their heads, ivory
blood corpuscles or pus cells, it. is
from their lower jaws and rich yel
| an indication that the cow from which
low oil from their sides.
it was drawn is diseased.

MAINE

WOODS

Conducts a first class job printing department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

W h y n o t let u s H e lp
you

w it h

your

a d v e r t is in g ?
y

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would b e ; pleased to furnish samples,
| dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE
»•«•a *

MAINE
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PRACTICAL
DEER FARMING
Some Points Given
Burnham,

by John

B.

President of the

American Game Protective
Association
I began my ileer farm, about three
years ago.
What I shall say w ill
relate simply to my limited exper
ience during this time.
In the first place, I want to say
that I<Wa would be the last place in
tlie United States where a deer
farm should be started.
You want
cheap land.
You don t want expen
sive and valuable land that Is better
adapted to farming; and deer would
n’t do well on that character of land
anyhow.
Waste land brush country
is the best.
Our comtmoai Virginia
deer is an animal that grazes very
little, but gets its food by browsing.
The poorest specimens I have seen
have been kept where they
could
not browse.
W e have in this country millions
of acres o f land particularly in the
north and east, which are peculiarly
adapted to deer raising.
You can
not get any better land than the old
hillside farms of New England
or
northern New York.
The heaviest
wild deer in the country, as
you
know, are raised in Vermont.
750 Ac,res Fenced In.

WOODS,

PKILLIPS,

ed the park with deer from various
sections of the country. Most of them
came from
Michigan,
from the
Cl eve land-Cliffs Iron Co., at Negaunee.
These put down in northern
New York cost me about thirty dol
lars.
I bought them by the carload.
I also bought some deer from Austin
Corbin, Newport, New
Hampshire,
which cost approximately the same
amount delivered.
I bought deer
from four or five other men in les
ser number's.
In addition to putting out
the
white tailed deer I also procured a
few European red deer.
They are
similar to our elk.
In fact, the spe
cies interbreed.
Elk, of
oourise,
are heavier hut the fed deer has
better characteristics'.
It is
not
quite so pugnacious.
Tra c t Will Support 100 Deer.
The deer have had nothing but
tlie natural food of the tract, with
immaterial exceptions.
I think that
750 acres wi.il support one hundred
deer in good condition the year
round.
This winter the deer are
iii splendid condition.
East winter
we had about four feet of snow at
one time and even in the face
of
that condition the deer never got so
you could see their ribs'.
I had no
deer die due to weather or lack of
food.
I have cut some hay on an okl
beaver meadow and have made it a
little more palatable to the deer by
salting, in order to induce them to
eat it.
The only hay naturally ac
ceptable to Virginia deer is clover
and alfalfa; must be taught to eat
other kinds.
From time to time each
winter
we cut a certain amount of
cord
wood on the tract.
This is com
monly done in February or March,
and the deer enjoy browsing around
an*1 -ating the tops.
I, have seen
sixteen deer
feeding
around the
tops at one timeBy cutting over
a few acres each year a rotation of
sprout growth is furnished.

I began three years ago by fenc
ing in a tract of 750 acres of land.
I have a tract of about 4,000 acres in
the eastern Adirondiaietos where
I
am trying out various experiments
along the line of sheep raising, for
estry and one thing and another, all
with the view of makiing each ex
periment carry itself.
I have been
planting trees, for example, for about ten years, and at the same time
getting a revenue from lumbering.
I have been raising sheep and have
been, experimeaiting in various ways.
Evergreen is Necessary.
The requirement in each instance has
been that each experiment pay for
In selecting land for a deer park
itself.
care should be taken that it include
as
• This matter of raising aeer is an a certain amount of ’ evergreen
eminently practicable thing.
It is well ais hard wood, and the hard
a good business proposition. These ! wood growth should not be old
cutting
750 acres of land which I
fenced growth unless the plan of
was of a character that could not down a certain poridion each year is
In addition to this, I
have been employed in any
other I followed.
branch of farming.
It
was not i think it most desirable to have a
suitable for pasture.
It was most certain amount of hemlock and cedar
ly brush with little clearings. The and to a lesser extent balsam. Our
fence was put up at an expense of native deer love above all
winter
a little more than $200 a mile.
It food the white cedar.
They
will
was similar to that Mr. Dieterich has trim that up before they will
eat
They like also the
around his park at Millbrook.
The anything else.
fence was nailed so far as possible so-called juniper, a low bush with a
to growing trees, because
a high leaf very much like tlie red cedar.
fence pries out posts and trees are Next of evergreens on their prefer
more satisfactory.
That, of course, red Hist one might mention the Can
saved a very considerable amount of ada yew, a bush something like the
expense.
1 carried the fence over a juniper.
Next the hemlock is the
mountain 1,500 feet high.
In spite favorite food.
A fter hemlock, the
of the fact we had hard conditions, balsam, and when
you
mention
we put up five miles in eight days these you have completed the list
with fourteen men.- The law of |of suitable evergreen foods.
New York requires a fence at least
Deer travel a long distance to get
seven feet high.
i something that is in the nature of a
A fter putting up the fence I stock- i variety, and if they have the hem
lock and other evergreens in addit
ion to the hard wood browse they
keep in the best condition. W e have
some of the deer tamed so that they
w ill come out and eat while we are
near.
In summer an acre of land
w ill support a deer, but the year
round eight or ten acres is probably
the least amount of land that will
support one of these creatures.
In laying out a deer park care
must be taken to select a country
that has not too heavy a snow fall.
In the central Adirondacks and in
portions of Michigan and Maine, oth
erwise admirable countries, the snow
fall is so heavy that the deer
in
winter are limited to narrow areas.

Nothing Better f
than bread and butter—
when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.

Nothing more wholesome,
cither, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive Value.
Milled by a special process,
William Tell goes farther. More
loaves to tlie sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities,
(2A

C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
Phillip«, Maine.

t
[

Poachers a Problem.

f

f j

Then, too, a location in which one
by
, j poachers is imperative, as it does
P not pay to spend money Cor watch
men.
It is necessary, too, to put
up a fence that dogs cannot
get
|through..
The Virginia, deer I think is pro
bably the most satisfactory for rais
ing for market.
A fter the
first
year, when the doe drops the fla/wm,
she will generally average two; oc
casionally she ha® three.
Under
favorable conditions one should, be
able to count on an increase of one
and one-half fawns for each doe.
The red deer and the elk drop only
one fawn at a time.
One o f my

[ will not be bothered, too much
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adult red deer hinds has failed
drop a fawn for two years.

to

MAYOR VUES’
STATEMENT

successor would be appointed. Time
went on and no appointment was
made and the tim© calm© when it
was necessary to place the order as
Red Deer Destructive.
considerable special equipment was
I have not been at ail satisfied
There have been, articles in some to be included, so that everything
w ith tine red deer because they are o f the papers in the state, criticiz would be ready for till© fire season
the most destructive of their tribe. ing Mayor Blaine S. Viles of Augus when it opened this spring.
I then called in State Auditor
They eat the tender bark from apple ta for tlie purchase of fire exting
trees and break o ff the tops of small uisher equipment, by him while For Sullivan, as a representative of the
trees.
The browsing of the
deer est Commissioner.
In
a
recent Democratic |administration, and till©
lnas improved the land from a forest edition of the Kennebec Journal proper official to take up expenditUr.
ry standpoint with the exception of 1Mayor Viles makes the
following es with, and explained the circum
stances to him.
He advised placing
the depredations o f the red species, statement of facts:
as noted above.
Mayor Blaine S. Viles has given tlie order and approved the »aim© ¡n
writing.
Our most valuable timber crop is out the following statement in re
Besides tli© powder the order inthe white pine.
This
does not gard to the purchase of fire extin
ciuded
200 knapsacks, 200 metal con.
him
while
flourish in the shade of other trees. guisher equipment by
tainers to go insdde the knapsacks
Forest
Gominvissioaier:
It needs lots of sunlight.
I
have
holding about twenty pounds each
fifty thousand young pine transplants Editor Kennebec Journal:
and
100 metal barrels for storage
•Considerable has been said recent
set out. The deer don’t hurt these at
pairposes.
Tlie price agreed upon
aD and under no condition will they ly in regard to the purchase o f fire
between
the
Auditor, myself and the
browse on th©m.
They do perform extinguisher equipment. I hope that
sellers was ten cents per pound
everyone
intends
to
be
entirely
fair
the useful ftunotion of destroying the
for the extinguisher with equipment
bard wood shoots which would other in this matter, although much, that
included, so that the actual price of
wise shade and kill the young pine has appeared in print has been un
the powder was considerably leas
trees.
They open up the soil for true and misleading.
When the Legislative order for an than ten cents—probably about sir
the seeding of these trees. Even so
This order Was
investigation
of my administration of cents peT pound.
far as the browsing on the hard woo
placed
before
I
became,
or intended
Commissioner
is concerned they do no particular the office o f Forest
to
become,
a
candidate
for
Mayor of
damage because hard wood grows too was introduced it seemed to me best
Augusta. There were no politics in
many sprouts from the same stump. fob the public to gain its informa
it whatsoever.
but
Frolm the money standpoint, the land tion from that official source,
As to the price paid, I will say
is not suffering at all from the pas a Democratic House in open, session
that
the extinguisher retails for adecided that there was nothing to
turing of deer.
bouit
a
dollar a pound, I understand.
investigate.
The order was unani
The City o f Augusta, I am informed,
mously turned down.
Contrast With Stock Farming.
Among fair men of all political paid about sixty cents per pound
for a supply under a Democratic adparties that should have ended the
I did not have an
For other stock a farmer would matter, but as certain writers have misistration.
extinguisher
be put to a great deal more expense continued to make reference to mat. analysis made of the
any
more
than
I
would
have
of any
than is necessary in carrying deer. ter which the Legislature refused to
Tlie price paid was
He would have to have hay and take up, I have decided to make a other article.
barns in which to store it.
More plain statement of facts, that my less, I believe, than, any other pur
chaser ha® paid.
help in feeding during the winter friend® who do not know the
cir
It i® not expected that this will
would be required.
In our country cumstances may not be misled.
put
out forest fires after they have
stock has to be fed at least six or
In the beginning it is but fair to
it is a fact,
seven month® o f the year. The state something of the duties of the gained much headway.
nearest parallel to deer raising a- Forest Commissioner. He is charged however, that it will effectively put
Nothing but rain
mong farm animals is to be found with the protection of about nine out small fires».
in sheep in our country.
W e turn and one-half million acres of forest will extinguish a raging forest fire
running through tine tree tope, and
the latter out during the summer land
from
fireThis
property
over the hills and in winter bring is probably worth between seventy- this fact makes it all tfa© more im
them up and feed them. Under the five and one hundred million dollars. portant that forest fires should b© put
most favorable circumstances
the The forests are of the utmost impor out before they gain much headway.
The extinguisher wa© not paid for
wool will not quit© pay for the ex tance to the State.
They regulate
pense of wintering a sheep.
Eatmbri |the flow of rivers, protect water-pow before it arrived in Augusta and the
bring us about $3.50 a head which ers, furnish a home for the fish and freight bill attests this fact. It is
a practice for the retiring Forest
is the profit. With the deer, if con game, yield enormous amounts
of
ditions are as I hope they will be, timber, give employment to thousand Commissioner to pay Inis bills before
the profit should be at least $15 or o f men, and make the State of Maine leaving office, and tlie bill for this
extinguisher wae paid by me before
possibly $20 a head a year.
The a good place to live in. The
pro
turning over the office to my suc
increase ¡should be one and one-half tection of these forests is one
of
deer for the doe.
Put it at one the most important conservation mat cessor.
Th is extinguisher has the endorse
deer for the doe.
When three ters before the people to-day.
ment
of many prominent and relia
years old the carcass w ill bring any
Up to within a few years
the
where from $30 to $50 on the New importance of preventing forest fires ble men of Augusta and the State
who have seen it work.
York market.
ha® not been fully appreciated, but
A® to the amount purchased one
been
The expense of conducting the en recently as their valu e’ has
pound to each five hundred acres of
terprise is light.
It costs about $130 realized an l ° the timber supply of
land does not seem to me to be
a year for watching.
I
keep a the State !:;i~ gradually decreased,
an unreasonable supply.
a
great
deal
of
attention
has
been
man in tlie park every day during
The facts are that this extinguisher
the hunting season.
Th e rest of the paid to the subject.
will pu‘ out camp and gras® fires
Tlie
wild
land
owners
of
the
State
tim© lie goes around the fence awhen taken jin time, and forest fires
bout once a week.
Tlie license from are assessed a tax of one nnd onebefore
they have gained considerable
the state of New York costs $5 and half mills for fire protective pur
headway.
One foretei fire may cost
I have spent a small amount for cut poses and this fund, amounting to
the
State
untold
loss
in
timber
ting bay.
The total expense is not about seventy thousand dollars year
destroyed and a section ruined^ to
ly
is
at
the
disposal
of
the
Forest
much in excess of $160 a year, and
practically every way for many fears
an income of $1,500 or $2,000 a year Comimiss Loner.
to come, and if only one large fire
Improvements
are
being
made
each
should be realized from m y herd of
year in tlie service, for It will be |La prevented it will prove a good
100 deer this fall.
appreciated that the protection
of ) investment.
The transaction, was regular to
nin e and one-half mill ion acre® of
S W A N L A K E SALM ON A R E
AN
every
way.
forest property requires suitable
eB LA IN E S. VILES.
X I O U S T O BE C A U G H T .
quipment and improved methods.
Not for ten years, say th© Isaac
Wailions, has there been such fish
ing at SWan lake as this year. A l
though the ice went out only on
Sunday of last week some big catch©
have already been made.
The other morning Dr. Hugh Har
ris and P. M. Lawrence of Augusta,
with L. M. Young of Bangor,
took
out ten salmon trout before break
fast, the smallest a pound and a
half.
Before lunch they had landed
several more.
On Sunday several salmon running
from four to five pounds were land
ed.
Many claim that the screen, which
was recently installed at the dam
on the low er end of Swan lake or
Goose pond, as it was originally call
ed, is responsible for tli© increase
and, size of the fish this year. Years
past many o f these big fish went
down over the dam and many were
destroyed by tlie mill wheels sev
eral miles below.
Now, with the
screen, the fish are kept in the pond
with the result, many believe, that
there will be better fishing than lias
been enjoyed for ten or 15 years.
Although nothing as yet ha® been
reported for big catches at Georges
lake, Liberty, the ice went out on
Sunday.
Some of the biggest fish
ever caught Ln this vicinity have been
taken from Gelorges and the pond is
a popular resort.

During the two years that I was
Foi*est Commissioner many improve
Perley Lawrence and Charles P.
ments were made.
The number of Kinsman, of Augusta, who haive been
lookout station® wa® increased from enjoying the salmon fishing at Swan
27 to 55.
Over 300 miles o f tele lake, near Belfast, returned bom®
phone line was constructed.
Many and brought with them a good string
new features were added and during of fish.
Mr. Lawrence had a lot
these two years the forests of Maine of 15 fish, all but two of which were
suffered very small damage by fire, salmon, and the largest of which
should b©
protected
and
also weighed 5% pounds.
— ■ ■ ■
■
N©w steel towers were erected on - - - - mountains for lookout purposes, com
fortable camps for watchmen
and
wardens constructed, and the service
was brought up to a high degree of
demand a properly functioning body and
efficiency.
a clear-thinking brain. Nothing so
Numerous new appliances were
quickly clogs both brain and body as
considered and it wa® thought that
constipation. Irregular bowels induce
some form of fire extinguisher should
sluggishness in mind and muscle.
be adopted.
It was thought that
A teaspoonful o f the famous “ L. F.’
the camps on the mountains, which
Atwood’s Medicine, taken before or af
had been constructed at- considerable
ter meals, relieves the worst case of
expense and are removed from water
constipation in the shortest time, as
and liable to destruction by fire,
Mr. J. W. Cady’s letter tells:
that patrolmen traveling
localities
National Military Home,
where fires are the most likely to
Togus, Maine.
occur should have some means of
“ I first used
F. ” Atwood’s Med
extinguishing slmaill fires.
icine 40 years ago, when I came from
I shall not here discuss the mer the army. It relieves constipation and
its of various extinguishers but will keeps the bowels regular. For dizziness
say tli at the powder form was con and loss o f appetite, it is a superior
sidered practical for Woods use. The remedy. I f people would only try it»
purchase was under
consideration they’d be convinced.”
more than a year, and I had plan
(Signed) J. W. Cadyned last season to buy some extin
The Big Bottle — 35 Cents at Your
guishers for use this year. The State
Dealer’s
administration changed the first
of
Write Us for FREE Sample Now.
the present year and I deferred pur
“
L.
F .” M ED ICINE CO., Portland, Me.
chasing the salme thinking that my

H EA LTH
and Happiness

“L.

MAINE

W00D8,

PHILLIPS,
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THE SHY TROUT
STILL SLEEP

Spitzer point cartridge at 100 to 300
the matter of rifle shooting.
As u
yds.?
result they sought the sanction and
Ans. The height of the trajectory
the practical assistance of the public
at 50 yd®. when fired at 100 yds.
school authorities.
This they were
is less than, one inch.
A t 100 yds.
unable to obtain.
A fter further dis
when fired at 200 yds., it is just
cussion of the subject they decided
Springfield Fisherman Will Cast
over nine Inches.
to get the desired instruction through
4. Is tlie .25 Rem. made in the
their own efforts.
. They communi
the Hook at Lake Sunapee
Spitzer bullet with soft point?
cated with Mir. Airnos, who has had
Ans. No.
The trout season opened the 1st, wide experience in the use of finer
5. Can you give trajectories of a
armis and the giving of shooting in
but the trout have remained singul
1 0 gauge shotgun, cylinder bore, us
was
arly unmindful of the fact.
There struction and an arrangement
ing 16 gauge round balls,
at 100
soon
made.
Anxious
to
encourage
have been some good caitcheb for so
and 200 ydis., aliso 20 gauge.
early in the season, but in general the lads, Mr. Amo® agreed to give
Ans. I have not the figure® at
the trout have shown little inclina them the time necessary for their
hand for the solid ball load as used
tion to grasp the opportunities
so instruction without compensation and
in 16 and 20 gauge shotguns.
The
telmpitimgly dangled before
them. to provide the rifles amid the targets,
trajectory at 200 yds., however, woul
They have opened on® eye, looked and to further tfhieir ambitions in the
be very high.
Accuracy practically
shooting line in any way
that he
up from the holes and hiding place»
does not exist over 50 to 75 yd®. No
could.
The
boys
agreed
to
buy
their
where they have spent the winter,
good results could be obtained at 200
own
ammunition
and
to
attend
prac
and have decided that the upper
yds.
tice meets regularly.
waters are too cold and not wet en
PLEN T Y o f i n t e r e s t
IN T R A P -¡to 50 yds.
6. Ans. Buffalo, N. Y.
“ Use of the shooting range on. the
SHOOTING.
3. W hich is th© most powerful, i 7. What i® the lightest weight ough for them, and so have rolled
over for another nap.
That is, all third floor of the Third precinct po
---- ---black or smoke Less powder?
rifle made handling the .30 cal. ’06
but a few adventurous spirits have lice station was obtained and a few
I have been receiving
questions
Ans. Th e .25 rim fire
cartridges cartridge?
acted
this way.
These few
have weeks ago the first meet and shoot
lately in great quantities relating to are not furnished loaded with smokeAns. There are two or three for
Some of the lads were*
almost every possible department of iess powder so comparison is there- eign bolt action rifles weighing a- flirted with the early hooks in suf was held.
familiar
with
tine handling of rifles
ficient
numbers
to
lead
the
fisher
trapshooting.
One man wants t o ; fore impossible,
j bout 7 lbs.
I think these are the
men to look for a good season when an others had never undertaken to
know whatg un to use, apotiber, how
4. Could you tell me where
Í j Lightest handling the .30 cal.
’06
use one before).
Their regular per
it does really start.
to organize a club, a t hrid the rules could get a book on the shotgun, and
Government cartridge.
These rifles
What the fishermen, like the fai(m- iods for instruction and practice are
and regulatif ns.
j rifle, dealing with their history, concan, of course, not be secured at the
ers, are looking for is a good soaking
Tbe sport seems to be vital
and ! struct ion, etc.?
present time.
The recoil of
the
warm rain.
Trout Like to fe'el the
to be growing irn popularity
each j Ans. There are a number of good
Government cartridge makes the Gov
warm water and see It getting higher
year.
It isn’t necessary to
look ' books on the shotgun.
“Th e
Gun ernment rifle weighing 8Vi lbs.
no
as if
very hr for a reason, any more than |and Its Development’’
by W . W. toy and I should imagine the recoil and higher and rushing along
something were after it. Then the
it is for ti e popularity of baseball.'I Greener, published in England, is exof a 7 lb. rifle would be quite some.
„ T
,
, trout begin to get excited also and
Botli games m«k© a direct appeal to I ceedingly good, but o f
course is
8. Is the 6 m. in. Lee cartridge' , ., .
,, ,
, . ,, .
. .
,
,
h
decide to climb out ,of thieur Winter
the red-blooded American.
Trap- somewhat biased in favor of Mr. made
Uyi a in
* D
h ,h ,11_ f « O
in Spitzer C
S.
P. bullets?
quarters
and
look
into
the
situation
snappy Greener's own guns. Another book
shooting offers good clean
Ans. No.
a little.
They find all sorts of
sport and recreation in full measure-! is “ Modern Sporting Gunnery”
by
9. Is the 25-20 H. V.' cartridge
nice things to eat floating around on
It is different.
Trapislhooting
ha,» Henry Sharp.
This book is
very
very accurate?
Will it put all the
little in ccimmon with other
sports good, but is however,
suspiciously bullets in a 6 inch circle at 100 yds.? top and they forget every thing in
their eagerness to get some of the
except in that it trains
the nerves partial to We&tley Richards guns. Of
Ans. It is not particularly accu
Then all
and develops a high degtree of men- books published in the United States, rate, but I think it would probably free lunch while it lasts.
tal control.
Experts have agreed “ The American Shotgun” by Gbas. make ten shot groups of 6-inch at at once they find that they’ve taken
up with a proposition with a string
GEORGE W. AMOS
that recreation in the modern sense As kins is perhaps the best, and does 100 yds.
to it, and somebody lias trout for
consists in as complete a change as not favor any particular mak©.
10. Is th© 25-20 H. V.
powerful
supper.
possible and this trapshooting offers j
enough for deer, up to 100 ds.?
school
In spite of the fact that all the Tuesday afternoons, after
i D. C., Bislier, Mont.
inthe greatest possible degree.
Ans. It is not so considered by fishermen complain that the season hours, usually from 4 to 6 o'clock,
1. I am very much interested in
the majority of hunters.
lias been too dry and cold,
there and as much later as th© light will
j the .22 High Power. How does this
C. G. C., Clinton, la.
have been some good strings brought permit.
arm colmpare
with the 30-30 in
In trapshooting, which is prefer- \
“ From th© first they have
don©
home.
Robert W. Day, for instance,
killing big game?
ible, to sight with one eye, or t o ,
caught 18 one day and 12 the next well, but each week there has been
Ans. Th e .22 High power eartridg
shoot with both eyes open?
in the South branch recently.
Not an increase in their efficiency, and
is a deadly killer if conditions are
Ans. Shooting with both eyes open
bad at all, though of course the fish, their scores have improved steadily.
just right, otherwise erratic results
is generally considered
the better
have not yet th© flavor and plump Each of th© boys fire ten shot® at
may be expected.
The 30-30 car
practice.
ness that a littQle of Mother Nature’s eacihi target, without rest and at th©
tridge lias more energy and is more
2. W ould you advise a man to atspring supply of worjms and insects usual indoor rifle range distance. In
uniform in effect, although »either
tgnpt to change his style if he has
|
will give them later.
in fact, thre© month® some of th© boys have
of these cartridges can be
strictly
always been accustomed to sighting
there aire some fishermen who con mad© what Mr. Amos characterizes
considered “ big game”
cartridges,
with one eye?
Tihat this is
tend that the season ought not to as wonderful progress.
their power being good up to and
Ans. W hy not try siiootimg with
open before May 1 in order to give true is shown in n few of th© sample
including deer.
both eyes opem for a whale and s'ee
It is ex
2. They say the .22 Hi-power is
County Commission er O. E. Lilbby the fish a chance to show their in targets given herewith,
what kind o f result® you can obtain.
an all around gun, then what
; m- was in Skowhegan recently having terest in the sport by putting on ex pected that they w ill improve even
3. W hich do you consider the pre
continue®.
Other fishermen be more as their practice
munition of less power can be used come here from Augusta, where he tra weight.
ferable weapon for trapshooting,
a
They
and
Mr.
Amos
are
equally
en
sides
Mr.
Day
have
had
similar
luck,
in it beside® the full powder
load had been in conference with
the
Bingle gun or a double gun?
for small game, etc.
State Highway Commissioners rela but none of them are bragging much, thusiastic and th© Tuesday practice
Ans. The consensus of opinion
Ans. The .22 Long Riffle cartridge tive to the proposed Jackman-Kineo They are saving their strength for is attended by an average of about
seems to favor a shotgun, having one
fifteen of the seventeen or eighteen
may be used.
The accuracy is not road.
The most of the residents of later in the season.
barrel, as it gives more clearly de
Lake
Sunapee, to
which,
the boy® in the first class or squad to
particularly good, however, owing to northern Somerset county it is under
fined sighting and eliminate®' any
the rapid twist.
stood are anxious to hav© this high thoughts of many fishermen turn at be formed,
chance of croste fire.
‘'Later i,t is expected to enlarge
time of year, is still wearing
way built this season and are desir this
4. Is the single trigger feature of
the
class, and wfhen it grow® toi suf
an
overcoat
of
a
foot
or
so
of
ice,
B., Auburn, Meous of beginning on the same right
some makes of double guns anything
1. How many grains o f Slharpehoot- away, because if the work is not be and according to George H. Graham ficient numbers two or more prac
more than a novelty?
It is
er will give the same velocity and gun until July, the road will not be is not due to shed this winter gar tice squads will be formed.
Ans. Single triggers
on
double
energy in 38-55 cartridges as in the fit for travel this summer.
ment until after the 20tb. Then the expected that eventually there will
On
good
barrel shotguns are, o f course, not
high, power cartridges put out by the authority it is stated that the towns fishing there will begin and no doubt be a hundred or more of th© Cen
so fool-proof as two triggers,
but factory ?
th© tral High boys under instruction in
of Long Pond and Jackman w ill put many Springfield experts with
they will gi#e satisfactory service.
Mr. Amo® regard®
Ans. It is impossible to answer all of their appropriations and the rod will make the trip north after rifle shooting.
5. Providing nitro powder is al
this question definitely, as each lot j Kineo people will com© forward witb a creel full of sea food. Th© mem this particular form of instruction as
ways used, w ill the barrels of a shot
He
of smokeless powder will vary slight their $10,000 right away.
If the bers of the Canada fishling club® also ot great valu© in many ways.
gun suffer any if never wiped out?
ly, and not only that, but th© loads county can put u.p its share, Land report that th©ir favorite fishing wat is an expert of long standing, hav
Ans. There is but one rule to fol in different lots o f cartridges
icebound, but
warm ing been a close follower jot' rifle'
as lord Judkins of th© Kineo
House ers are still
low in the handling of
firearms'— sent out by the factory may
vary thinks he can arrange with his peopl weather, co)mbined with warm, rain, practice and the shooting game, in
Clean the barrel when the shooting owing to the fact a® stated
.
above to advance the $12,000 which. the will soon set a lot of tall stories general for the last thirty-five years1
is over.
Good results cannot be ob
“ His father was on© of th© found
that the powder does not remain ton- state would furnish in 1916,
and going the round®.— Springfield Repub
tained by any other method. Nitro stamt.
ers of th© Nejwark Shooting Society,
It is necessary to carefully thereby make th© whole amount a- lican.
powder in shot shells' is not quite so test each load.
which was the first of a series of
W rite to the pow va liable this season.
It is to be
destructive as black powder, but the der company manufacturing t i e pow
shooting organizations which made
recalled that th© State was to pay
barrel will certainly suffer if newer der you mention and they will give
their headquarters in the old Shooting
$10,500 this year and $12,000
next
cleaned.
Park in this city several generations
you complete instructions for using year.
6. Will teal ducks plunge lie ad long It.
ago.
As a young man he had the
The Highway Commissioners
are
into decoys?
benefit of th© instruction of his
2. Give the address of the Nation to take this matter up with GoverAns. Tea] ducks are peculiar in al Projectile Co., making a w ire patch j nor an<j council,
father and association with th© best
that sometime® they do, apparently bullet.
shooters of thos© days, including the
•
A useful citizen of Newark, N. J.,
Plunge headlong Into the decoy®.
Late William Hayes, and of John Cop
An®. I cannot find a company of
is Georg© W. Amos, who, like hi®
7. Do ducks rito© flrocn the water this name listed anywhere. As far
persmith, August Begerow and others
father before him, bias trained the
*ith or against the wind?
o f th© days when they were Leaders
as I can recollect, there was a bul
citizenry of an important portion of
Ans. Ducks always rise from the let wound with wire made at on©
among the target shooters of
the
hiis native State in th© proper hamdLwater against the wind.
country.
Mr. Amos has at times
time, which worked satisfactorily for
iing and use of firearm®.
during the last few years been con
mid-range or light work, but did not
Only a few days ago a situation
nected with, military rifl© practice la
work
properly
for
full
charge
work.
G. G. Pittsburg, Cnt.
arose in Newark Which Mr.
Ain!os
National Guard regiments, and some
1. I have a .25 calibre rifle— rim
helped to adjust, according to the
years ago was the first instructor of
C. A., Connecticut.
fire—wltu a Rocky Mountain front
Sunday Call, Df that city, which tell®'
polic© in, revolver practice in this
1. W ill th© 32-20 Colt Police Pos
5‘?lt and open- sporting rear
sight.
th© story as follows:
city, and inspector Df arms.”
Howmust I adjust th© rear sight for itive Special us© the 32-20 Hi-veloc“Recently a group of boys in Cen
Mr. Amos shows, somfe remarkable
tie number of yards?
It is in Hie ity cartridges successfully?
tral High got together and discussed
Ans. Hi-velocity ammunition is not
target® made, with Renaiington-UMC
notch now and there
are four
ammunition, by his pupils, Many of
®ore in front.
Th© barrel
is 24 recommended for use in revolvers,
these exhibits are worthy of marks.and you would be running great risk
helms long.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
men of long experience.
Ans. Owing to the variation
In ia using same.
Offers room with hot and
2.
Which
cartridge
is
the
most
ef
»looters’ eyesights, the rifl'o makers
cold water for $1.00 per day
But That's Serious.
G. W . P IC K E L ,
to not adjust the sight® for any set fective as a killer, th© 32-20 H. V.
and up, which includes free
Some girls seem to slip along
TA X ID E R M IS T
Special
use o f public shower baths.
^So, leaving this to be done
by or .38 S. & W . or Colt
Eealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle. through life without any more serious
toe shooter.
I would suggest that cartridge?
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
worries than how to keep the shoulder
RANGELEY.
M A IN ]
Ans.
Th©
.38
S.
&.
W
.
or
Oolit
?0U try your rifl© out at
various
straps of their evening gowns in place.
Rooms with private baths
Special
cartridge
are
more
power
ran£es and miark on the notches the
— Columbus (O.) Journal.
fo r $1.50 per day and up;
ful than tli© 32-20 black powder, or
ranges suited to your own eyes.
suites of two rooms and bath
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
for $4.00 per day and up.
They are made for
^ What is till© range of a .25 low pressure smokeless powder, and
Every Issus of Maine Woods CarSportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Io°S cartridge used in this rifle? Of as the 32-20 high velocity could not
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
ries a Fresh Whiff of the
Pin*
Known
the
world
over
for
excel
be
used,
the
.38
S.
&
W
.
or
Colt’s
1 '25 short?
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
Tree
State
with
It.
Why
Not
Sub
Send fo r Booklet
Ans. Th© .25 rim fire cartridge Special cartridge is more powerful.
scribe
and
Get
a
Steady
Breeze
All
M.
L.
G
E
T
C
H
E
L
L
CO.,
has an accurate rang© of from
3. Can you give velocity and tra
STORER F. C R A FT S
Gen.
Manager
200
Monmouth,
.
.
.
Maine the Year.
Ws. The .25 short % accurate up jectories o f the .25 Rem.
rimless

artfet Tips
Hu nfinp' Helps
byA lfred P Laue
«n a

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

WANT ROAD BUILT
THIS SEASON

YOUNG PUPILS MAKE
RAPID PROGRESS

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

TAXIDERMISTS

MAINE

8

WO OD S,

Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of lly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, mourn
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
H. P.

McKENNEY.

THE CARRY POND CAMPS

YORK CAMPS,

Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations.
W rite for circular.
H E N R Y J. L A N E ,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

R A N G E LE Y, M A IN E

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

J o h n 6 a r v i ll e 's G a m p s
a t S p r in g L a k e
. Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
J O H N C A R V IL L E . Flagstaff, Me.

B lakeslee

JOSEPH H. W H ITE , Proprietor
A famous resort for angltrs and hun
ters. W rite for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

E N D

H O T E L
H. M. CASTNER, Prop'r.
Portland,
iMaine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S . M A IN E .
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in N ew
EDgland. Best black bass fishing in the world,
boat trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N . H IL L & SO N . Managers.

TH E A TTE A N LAKE

A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. M cK E N N E Y, Prop..
Oaratunk, Me.
TRAPPING SEASON

SOON BE HERE

If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
dermy, eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington.
W . Ya.

RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

L ak e C am ps

W E S T

Jackm an. Maine

P ro p rie to r.

Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year.
Lake V iew House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. E L L IS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
C APT . F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis. Maine.

V IA R UM FO R D F A L L S
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fisiiiug begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. J O H N C H A D W IC K & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.

D E A D R I V E R R E G IO N

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
M O O SE LO O K M E G U N T IC H O U SE
A N D LOG CAM PS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Brat fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BU R N S.

VAUGHAN G A M P S

GAMPS

The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, bash as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
in g and mountain climbing. Separate cim n&for me and are open for Fishing and Hunting for
all parties, with special accommodations fosSum- the season of 1915. A n ideal family summer
ilies. Sizteen trout ponds of fly and bait fishing, resort. Telephone connections. A most beauti"
ful climate during the summer months; oool,
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Automobile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N even and invigorating. Finest D eer Hunting
C A M P S , may come to Holden’s Garage, one in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Prices reasonable. For full partic
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet Fishing.
parties. M ap and booklet of my territory on ulars. address
request.
F R A N K R. V AU G H AN , Prop.,
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman. Maine
E U S T IS .
M A IN E
W a r or no w ar

Pierce Pond Gamps
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
fishing. Best of reference* furnished. Send
for circular. C. A . Spaulding, Caratunk, Me.

ROWE POND CAMPS
These camps will be opened in season
for the spring fishing.
tractive

Central House

Everything at

to be found in the

woods, will be found here.

Maine

Great fam

ily resort, from June to October, or

Belgrade Lakes, Me.

This well-known house will any time. Try it, and be sure you have
open May 1st to the early fisher found the right spot. W rite for tic k
men, and the regular summer let to
H. W. MAXFIELD,
business under old management.
Rowe
R ound M ountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L , Proprietor.
Round Mountain,,Maine

To Let for the Season
COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
Also motor boat. In the heart of
good fishing and hunting. W rite I. W.
M ITC H E LL, Rangeiey, Me.

Pond, Me.

IN T H E RANG ELEY REGION
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onehalf miles from the railrrad and three-fourths
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $16 00 per week;
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
particulars address

HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
Dallas, Maine.

BIG RESULTS
FROM

SMALL ADS

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don't want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things fo r others, and we can do the
same for youi

Rates one cent a word In advance.
Address, Classified Department,
M A IN E WOODS,

Phillips, Maine

PH I L L I P S,

M A I N E , A P R I L 22, 1915.

have been., tine past winter.
They coffee were served.
have rented the Frank
Stewart
G. M. Esty left the latter part of
house for the summer.
Mr. Harris tine week for Brunswick, where he
is working in, the jn fl at present.
will join Mins. Esty, who has been
Miss Sadie Pickens ha® gone tc, spending the winter with lner (laugh
Grant’® Camps for the
summer, ter, Mrs. G. W. MoGraves.
Another Annual White Bali Suc where she has employment.
Warren Young of Madrid was a
guest
of his brother, Geo,. Youing ¡-e.
Irving Wilbur l as moved ¡hi® fam
cessfully Carried Out by
cently.
ily into the Otto Wilbur house on
Mrs. Ida Morton is visiting her
Rebekahs.
Main street.
son,, Ralph.
E. C. Hinkley is driving an attrac
Warren Itc-ss is the guest of rela
(Special Correspondence.)
tive uew grocery wagon.
tives in town.
Rangeley, April
22.—<Mj®. W ill
Samuel E. Clark is boarding at A.
H. A. Furbish is having his lawn
Grant wais in town tlhe latter pairt of L. Oakes’.
seeded and the grading
completed
test week.
Melvin D. Tibbetts ha® purchased around his residence.
Mrs. Ed Lamb w®|S operated on at thie Oh,a®. Guild, Jr., house on Cross
Ernest Robbing j|s making prepair,
Dr. Ross’ private hospital for app©nr street.
ations tor the building cf hi® new
di.citiis last Saturday.
Mrs. La/mib
E. B. Herrick as at Hobart’s camps house on Dead River road.
is rapidly ¡recoveringCarpenters are busily at work about
this, week, getting the spring work
the Rangeley Lake House, making
A.
M. Hoar is building a garagedone up.
necessary repairs.
for G. Lafayette Kettniptoaii to accom
Mr. Dunham, who is to
conduct
Mrs, Lizzie Freese Is working for
modate tihie new eight cyMinder Cad a restaurant in the Munyon building
Ge6. Yeung,
illac r©ceintly puircihiased ■ by
Mr. during the sumtmer is in tewn.
Mrs. Tima Hinkley of North Anson
Kemp ton.
Mrs. Clara Rector i®, at Phillips,
is keeping Incuse for G. D. Hinkley.
Mrs. Aptliiuir Giii© and ¡Mrs. W alter where she ha,si employment cooking.
Mrs. El vena Soule, who ha® been
J. Basil, are on the sick list.
Mins. C. H. N e a l and son, Maxwell
vat Phillips the past two month«; bag
Tdie White Bali given under
the left Tuesday morning for Portland.
returned hoane.
auspice® of the Rehekalhia last W ed
Mrs. Austin Hinkley has so far
nesday eventing was much enjoyed recovered ais to be aible to
ride
by ail wiho attended.
The decora out.
CONVENTION TO BE HELD
tions were pink, green and
white.
W. E. Tibbetts is in. Portland cn
Mir. Zachiajitiah assisted with the light business thiils week.
(Continued from page one.)
shades which formed the pink -and
H. F. Amber wa.s at Grant’s Camby inents could be made for eiioh a
green part of the decoration. Muisiic for the week end holiday.
feature in connection with the Maine
¡wais furnished by Prof. Cohen’s or
Lynwood EOiis has moved hr® fam Products Exposition to. be held there
chestra of RumfO'i'd.
Refreshments ily into the tenement in the Tave|nn in June.
of ioe cream,, cake, coffee and punch annex.
If the plan' can be carried out it
were served.
Tibi® W hite Ball is am.
A.
C. Duntcm recently employed byis proposed to open the State of
annual event much anticipated
in S. A. Getcbe'll has returned to Ran Maine Products Exposition, on Mon
social, circles' and this one was up gel ey with hi® family.
day, June 7 with a two days’ road
to the standard.
The committee’ in
This will be held in
J. B. Madden ha® purchased the convention.
charge consisted o f Mrs. E. B. Her Leon Robbins lot on Pleasant toreef the -basement and wiflJ
be a part
rick, Mrs. C. M. Ousihmam- and Mrs. and w ill build the coming season.
of the big convention which is to
I. D. Hoar.
Capt. F. C. Barker, who wa® recent occupy both floors of the new ex
H.
O. Bumtoon has entered the em
A,s. one of Lb*
ly ill at the home of hi® daughter, position building.
ploy of O. R. Rowe.
Mrs. Ray Harnden is much .improved big features cf the road show, it is
hoped to get the exhibit of the f.
Th e postoffice has been receiving in health.
a fresh, coat of paint on the inter
J. D. Vaughan spent the
recent S. Office of Public Roads at Washing,
This js an exhibit of about 30
ior at the hands of I. W. Mitchell, school holiday at Portland. Miss ton.
construction
the decorator.
The outside
front Lina C. Weeks and Miss Vera Adams sapiples of actual road
dating from the early Roman roads
has also been touched up.
visited at their respective home®.
H. C. Riddle returned from Boston
E. I. Herrick bias purchased of W. down to the modern type. This will
Saturday night.
E Tibbetts the 1ufIdling form erly oc be in charge of an official! iron the
A local order of Camp Fire Girls cupied by A.
M. Hoar & Son and U. S. Government.
The plan as tentatively
talked
has been formed in town. The so will remodel it in up to date fisn-inn.
ciety is divided into tw o part s, EverCheater Robbins and Wilbur Smith over was to have exhibits of road
deen Robbins being one captain and of West Mills were in town the past making machinery, road construction
Alethia Childs the other. Miss Kath week.
and everything pertaining to im
erine Nice is the leader.
The fol
Norman. Huntoon returned
from proved highway® for the entire two
lowing are the members: Elizabeth Lewiston Wednesday night much im weeks cf the exposition, but the
Oakes, Bessie Humtocm, Miriam Hun- proved in health, after the
recent actual roads, convention will con
toom, Everdeen Robbins, Leora Tom operation which he underwent at tihie tinue during only the first and sec
ond days.
During these twoNdays
linson,, Pauline Rector, Ahetim Child®, hospital.
Elinor Moore, Lucille Huntoon. Pres
it
is
proposed
to have addressee by
Work is being pushed rapidly on
authorities
ident, Elizabeth Oakes;
secretary, the W. A. Garrigues Camp, being prominent good roads
Elinor Moore.
Saturday the. giriB built cn the there of the lake. The throughout the country, moving pic
enjoyed a trip to Ross Cove
and contract wa® awarded to
A.
M. ture' exhibits ms showing road mak
ing construction, as well as meet
prepared the following dinner out of Hoajr.
ings
of ail the road commissioners
doers:
Fried potatoes, bacon and
Thursday evening at Lake View
eggs, cake, sandwiches, bananas, choc Temple, Pythiian Sisters, the follow  in the State and ail others inter
or
incidentally in
olate.
Miss Beatrice Jones was an ing were admitted to membership: ested actively
invited guest.
L. D. Haley, Le-on E. Hoar, Frank better highways for Maine.
If the arrangement® are made as
E. L. Haley left Tuesday momcqjg B. Stowart, Ray
Smith,
Herman
outlined,
the convention a® Well as
.for a trip to Florida cm business. Huntoon, John, Res®, Mrs.
Bertie
Mr®. Haley will visit with, relatives Ellis and M}rs. Onie Ross. Ice cream, the exhibition of road machinery
in Lewiston during; has stay.
cake and coffee were served" at the and road making products will be
Mr. and Mr®. W. F. Oakes have close o f the work by Mrs.
Henry one of tlie largest ever held in New
If the United States ex
returned from their recent trip
to Badger, Mrs. Leslie Abbott, Mrs. H. England.
it iibit is obtained, it will be the
Portland.
W. Brown.
Mists HiMred Robertson, returned
A jolly party of ladies tendered first time that it has been shown In
entirety in the New England
Friday to Bate® CoLLegie.
Mrs. H. A. Furbish a “ W hite Party” its
•Mr. and Mis. J. B. Stewart
left in celebration o f her birthday Satur states.
It is probable that road commis
Tuesday morning for
Park hurst's day evening.
The affair was cer
Camps where they will remain fer tainly a surprise and fc>r cnee the sioners throughout Maine wiQl be in
the coming season,.
geniaii hostess could not find
adq- vited to attend a® the guests of the
Commission
Rev. W. S. Coleman will
preach, quate word® to express her thoughts. Maine State Highway
the annual) sermon to the Odd Fel Ladies only were invited but. from and it is believed that the feature
people
low® and Rebekahs Sunday,
April- seme mysterious source six “ gentle will attract thousands cf
25.
men” appeared on the scene.
Mrs. from all over the State as well as
(Mns. W. S. -Lovejoy bias gone _ to Furbish was presented with a beau from points in New Hampshire, VerStrcing where she will make
her tiful bouquet of White carnations to ! mount and Massachusetts who are in
future home.
Her son, Albert will which, the following verse wa® af terested in the present paramount
issue of good reads.
remain with, Mrs. L. D. Nile
until fixed :
June is an excellent month for &
school closes.
Elizabeth:
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Harris
have Your jolly friends dolled up in white, highway convention, as it is the
returned from Salem whero
they Bring you sweet flow er £ of the pur time o f year when everyone is most
interested in tlie subject. Details of
est white.
May wo play whist with ell
our the show are to be worked out by
the State Highway Commission and
Mingo Springs Hotel and Gamps
might,
the Portland Chamber cf Compnerce
The ideal place to spend your vaca And come again seme
Saturday
and a meeting will he held at a
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
night ?
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
later
date to further perfect the
The ladies present were the Mesdarntion. W rite for booklet.
es:
Marion
Tibbetts,
Cora
Porter,
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
Balzac’s Hatred of Tobacco.
Aiioe Herrick, Ada Sprague, Bertha
Perhaps no celebrated author was
Patterson, Lou Miaftfhiesom, * Minnie
CAMP PHOENIX
Cushman, Marie Colby, Josie Hoar, more hostile toward tobacco than
In the veiy heart of Maine’s Best Fith ard
Balzac. It is true that Lamartin#
Game Region.
If you like to fish, the name Helen Stewart, Lucy Herrick. Dainty
speaks of the novelist's teeth as black
S O U R D N A H U N K stands for all that is best in
served
during ened by cigar smoke, but LamartiM
fishing, and Camp.Phoenix is located in the very refreshments were
center of the famous S O U K D N A IIU N K region. the evening.
was not intimate with Balzac. GaoLively fighting trout at camp door. W rite for
Smelts, were running at
Indian tier on the other hand knew him weu
particulars. CHAS. A. D A ISE Y , Propr., Norcross. Me.
Rc<ok Monday night and a large num and wrote eloquently about Ilia hatre
ber went down to avail themselves of tobacco. Balzac's ruling passion
SPORTSMEN AND TOURISTS
was coffee, which injured him and
of tihie abundance.
perhaps
killed him In some of bia
We are the only people in the East
Quite a bit of open waiter may be
novels he anathematizes tobacco.
selling direct to the Consumer.
seen about the aliore of the lake,
When he allows some of his characters
Before purchasing your supplies, and in the email) coves. Guides' vary
to smoke there is veiled contempt. A®
drop a line and get our prices. W e sell same ;in their opinion® a® to when for De Marsay, he was busied n
our goods at a wholesale price, there the ice w ill leave.
Some say the smoking his dears ”
fore saving you money on your pur latter part of this month, others say
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
chases. Season advancing.
Give us surely Ivy the early part, o f May.'
a try.
A t tihe Hast meeting o f the Summit ries a Fresh Whiff of the P>ne
Rebekah Lodge several
candidates Tree State! with it. Why Not Sub
CONGRESS SALES BUREAU,
All
were admitted,.
Refreshment®,
of scribe and Get a Steady Breeze
Portland, Me. sandwiches, custard pie, cake and the Year.

CAMP FIRE GIRLS’

ORGANIZED

S

MAINE

many

changes

MADE IN LAWS
Commissioners

of Inland Fisheries

and Game Issue Statem ent of
Important Ones.
Augusta, April 10.— The following
glaiteniert was given out Saturday at
hie office o f tli© commissioners of
inland fisheries and ga|me on the
changes made in the inland fish and
game laws by the legislature which
recently adjourned and which have
gone into effect:
The fish and game commissioners
wish to call the attention
of the
public to important changes in the
general fish laws which were made
by the legislature will Ledi has just
i adjourned, and which are now
in
force, as the act containing these
changes carried an emergency clause
which made the law effective as soon
as approved by the governor.
The most important amendment is
that to the
black bass law.
It
is now lawful to take black bass in
the lakes and ponds of the
state,
which are open to fishing, as soon
as the ice is out in. the spring, wiith
unbadted, artificial fly only,
until
June 20 following, on which date bait
fishing and trolling for bass is al
lowed; the law òn black bass in Sebagy lake and Long pond, in ('umberlaud county, is now the same as on
trout and landlocked salmon in thos©
waters, the open Season begins A p ril
1.

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, A P R I L 22, 1915.

real estate im this state and who
hiais not reisided within the
limits
of tliis state for two years conitlmuously, prior to the time he desires
to hunt, to bunt in any manner, at
any time, or pursue, catch, kill or
have in possession, any wild animals
or birds, within the limits of this
state, unless he is annually licensed
so to do.
Fee for this hunting li
cense, $15.
Under the old law,
aliens who had Lived in the
state
and who were tax payers on real
estate or personal property, were ex
empt from the provisions
of this
law.

1t

1 to Dec. 15, inclusive.
On black-'breasted and golden plov THE NEW TREATMENT
er, Jack snap© (Wilson sn ipe) and Yeh
FOR SOUR STOMACH
lowlegs, Aug. 15 to Nov. 30, inclus
Cuts out soda mints and chalk so
ive.
extensively used in the old-time
They are too
'O n rails, coots and ga!linul©s, from “dyspepsia tablets.”
harsh for even strong stomachs, and
Sept. 1 to Nov. 20, inclusive.
often do harm if continuously taken.
N o person shall kill, have in pos Dys-pep-lets are made by experts
session or transport in any one day who understand these things and
have combined the best stomach
more than five part ridge, ten wood remedies known to physicians— pep
cock, ten ducks, five plover and ten sin, bismuth, mint, rhubarb and other
carminatives and correctives—into
snipe.
delicious tablets that not only look
Close
time place <1 on curlew, good ' but taste good and do good.
quickly relieve sour stomach,
woodduek and all shore birds, ex They
nausea, indigestion, heartburn.
cept blackbireaisted and golden plov
er, W ilson or Jacksniipe,
woodcock
10th of May we think.
If we hiave
It should he borne in mind that and greater and lesser yellowlegs.
a few wajrm rains and a few more
these are only the most important
bright sunshiny days the ice will go
changes in chapter 277, above re
out with a rush and the long look
ferred to.
It is not necessary to
ed for fun will begin.
quote the full text of this law at

this time as it has already been pub
lished in full by the newspapers of
the state.
None o f the changes in the fish, an
game laws, except those in chapter
277, take effect until July 3, 90 days
after adjournment of the legislature.
The commissioners
have
already
cotmmenced work on a compilation
of the revised fish and game laws,
m compliance with an order of the
legislature providing for the
usual
edition of these laws for free dis
tribution.

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

James J. Pooler o f the New Fal
mouth Hotel, Portland, has been en
tertaining a house party of friends
at his camp at Sebago, where the
gentlemen have been enjoying the
fishing.

Great Mass of Proof
Reports of 30,000 Cases of
Kidney
Trouble, Some of Them Phillips Cases

Each of some 6,000 newspapers of
the United States is publishing from
week to week, names of people in its
particular neighborhood, who have
used and recommended Doan’s Kidney
Pills for kidney backache, weak kid
neys, bladder troubles and urinary dis
orders. This mass of proof includes
over 30,000 recommendations. Phillips
is no exception.
Here is one of the
Phillips cases.
“ I never use any other kidney medi
cine but Doan’s Kidney Pills,” says
Henry W. True, the well known tailor,
of Main St., Phillips. “ They answer
my purpose. You may continue pub
lishing my former endorsement of this
remedy. I have procured Doan’s Kid
ney Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store (now
Preble’s Drug Store,) and they have
A party of seven in Portland are never failed to give me relief from kid
I am only too willing
waiting for the word “ go.” Several ney disorders.
to recommend them.”
others luave engaged guides for a
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
later, though somewhat early
date. ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Conditions are all favorable for a Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
Foster-Milburn Co.,
busy season, now about to open, j Mr. True had.
[ Props.. Buffalo, N. Y.
and _th.e Whole state will doubtless
experience the most profitable sea
son for both fishing and hunting in
many yea;rs.

WILD GEESE IN
LARGE NUMBERS

W. D. Spaulding of Augusta had a
Y ours cord tally,
two-days’ fishing trip at Lake Cohbosselecontee.
He hac good
luck.
J. C. Hartshorne.
Monday he landed two trout weigh
The wild geese axe coming in great
ing 3 pounds and 5 y2 pounds respec
numbers.
A man in Saco claimed
tively, and Tuesday he caught two
to
have
seen
a flock last week fly
USING THE BALANCED RATION
more, weighing 1% pounds
and 6
ing over the city that wais strung
Effective In July
pour hs.
A Loudon Hill,
Tests Conducted at Illinois Experi out for half a mile.
Hallowell, main declares tlhe flock
ment Station Show Increased
The following are the principal
The ice at Taylor Pond has gone
Production of Butterfat.
that flew over his place early Sat
changes 'in the fish and game laws,
out.
urday afternoon was five-eighths of
which will become effective July 3:
A balanced' ration is “ one in which a mile long and not an inch shorter,
Guides, in addition to furnishing
A partridge flow through a win each of the different food materials and one that wais heard but could
I recommendation of a game warden dow into the parlor of Mrs. Carrie or nutrients is present in just the
not be seen Saturday evening sound
when required to do so by the com Sumner’s home in Auburn.
A Large right proportion and amount to meet ed three-quarters of a mile long.
Open season on white perch in missioners, must file with their ap hole was broken in the window but the needs of the animals,” says bul Ought to he a good supply of geese
letin 159 of the Illinois agricultural
the state now begins Jun© 20 instead plication for a license a certificate the bird was apparently uninjured.
experiment station. Tests indicated in Maine waters pretty soon.’
and affidavit of the municipal
of
of June 15, as form erly.
C. W. Skillings of Farmington, re
that cows fed balanced rations
ficers of the town, city or planta
While smelting one night receuitly yielded a pound of butterfat for each ports a flock seen this week numbertion in which the applicant resides Everet G. Walker o f Auburn,
mis 17 pounds of total nutrients consumed, tog 35 or more.
No Sunday Hunting
(or the nearest town if the a p p lic a n t took a shadow for a log in Lapham while 21 pounds were consumed to a
deliberation pound of butterfat when an unbalanced
All Sunday hunting is now pro is a resident of an unorganized brook and with great
Impression He Makes.
place.)
This provision applies to stepped off into the water.
The ration was fed. The use of the bal
hibited.
Under the new LaJw Sun
How true it is that the child is fa
old
guides
as
w
ell
as
to
persons
ap
anced
ration
thus
save
four
pounds
of
plunge into the icy waters came as
day is closed season on all
wild
digestible nutrient! for each pound of ther of the man! Whenever a man
a great surprise to himself as well
birds and wild animals.
The pen plying for the first time.
comes in here, for instance, and be
Non-resident
hunting license fee as to the other members of the par butterfat produced, or a pound and a gins to boast how powerful and im
alty for hunting or killing unprotect
quarter of butterfat was produced by
He was rescued without diffi the same number of pounds of digest portant he is in the community, if not
ed birds and animals on Sunday is reduced to $li? to hunt during the ty.
not less than $10 nor more than $40 deer season ; closed season placed culty but lost all of his smelts ex ible nutrients in balanced ration as the state,-the nation and the world at
and costs for each offense; the pen on moose for four years; foxes pro cept five which were buttoned into was required for a pound of butterfat large, our memory goes back to the
March on© of his coat pockets.
when the unbalanced ration was fed. days of our innocent childhood when
alty for hunting or killing protected tected, closed season from
1
to
Oct.
31,
inclusive;
commission
Not only was the butterfat more we boys used to assure one another
birds and animals On Sunday is the
economically produced, but the cows that we spat nickels and maybe an
same as for hunting or kilMng them ers may declare open season on beav
given a balanced ration finished the occasional dime, though really we
er,
on
complaint
of
timiber-land
own
during other closed season.
test with better appetites and in much didn’t at all.—Columbus (Ohio) Jour
Th e public should bear in mind ers o f damage to their property, on
better flesh and general physical con- |nal.
that tills amendment ails© took e f such lands as are being damaged.
dition than the others. ^ _
fect April 1, when this act was sign Otherwise there is a close season
Painting Points.
on
these
animals.
ed by the governor.
This is a rad
When preparing paint remember
Icing for Layer Spice Cake.
ical change from the former Sunday
Jurisdiction over birds on seacoast “ Billy” Is Building a New Kitchen
One and one-half cupfuls of granu- I that better results are obtainable from
hunting law, as under the old law and one mile inland restored to in
lated sugar, one-half cupful of milk, j several applications of thin paint than
to Complete His Plant.
the only penalty which could be im land fish and
game
commission;
boil until it forms a soft ball when |from heavier coats. Of course, it
posed for hunting unprotected birds close time placed on deer in Deer
dropped in cold water, take from fire i takes longer to do the work. Paint
Ox Bow, Me., April 11, 1915.
and add one cupful of chopped raisins put on in thin coats and allowed to
and animals on Sunday was for vio Isle and Stondngton, Hancock coun
dry, lasts much longer and will not
and beat until it becomes creamy.
lation o f the Sunday law, so-called, ty; fishing and hunting prohibited on T o the Editor of Marne Woods:
flake off as is often the case when
the enforcement o f which was not southerly point of Swam Island,
Well, here we are, right on
the
heavier coats are applied. When very
Stains on Skirts.
vested in the commissioners o f in town of Perkins, Sagadahoc county.
job again, and doing business at the
To prevent the stains that often re fine results are wanted rub down each
land fisheries and game, but, rather,
sam© old stand at tlie Bow. That sult from muddy skirts dilute sour coat after it has thoroughly dried.
in the municipal officers
of
the
No Night Hunting
we are glad to be here goes without milk with water and soak the skirt
several cities, towns and plantations
in it over night, then wash in the
saying.
Too Wise a Bird.
of the state.
Now, as w ill be noted,
usual way. The skirt will wash easier
The
people
are
all
here,
except
Daily closed season on wild birds
“ Can you tell me, sir,” asked the
and
look
whiter.
the inland fish and gatae laws pro
from sunset to sunrise of the follow our former genial friend, Postmast
adroit panhandler, “ where an honest
vide a specific penalty for all Sun ing morning; on wild animals, from er C. C. Libby, who passed on last
man can find hard work in return forday hunting, and the commissioners
Tl:.e office is now held by
a square meal?” “ I could,” replied
one hour after sunset until one hour January.
The First Requisite.
have instructed the wardens to see ! before sunrise o f the following morn Mrs. Wm. Currier, the mail being
There isn’t much use in telling a the experienced and disillusioned citi
that the provisions of the new Sun- .
received and distributed at Currier’s girl you would die for her unless you zen, “ but I make it a rule not to an
ing.
day law ? •• enforced the same aa
swer questions wholly idle and aca
from carry a pretty heavy life insurance.
Month o f September taken from store,, only a short distance
demic.” — Richmondville. Times-Dis» other in .- nd fish and game laws.
Libb-y’s.
The
new
steel
bridge
open season on rabbits or hares.
patch.
Open season now, October, N ovem ber 0Ver Umcolcus stream at tine Bow
Olive Oil—Flesh Builder
Trapping Laws Changed
and is in place and is a sample of good
Deeember, January, February
One of the best known and most reliable
bridge building.
N O TICE
tissue builders,
March.
The attention of trappers is called
We claim to have had a hand in
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
O
l
i
v
e
O
il
A ll special bird laws repealed; gen- I bringing this much needed iftnprovebeen duly appointed administrator of the estate
to the amendment to the trapping

GLAD TO BE AT
OX BOW AGAIN

laws which requires tflie full nhme
and address of the owner of traps
t° be either stamped on the trap
or on a metal tag firm ly attacbled
to the trap.
The farmer law simp
ly required the ow ner’s name and ad
dress, and often times the trapper
would mark his trapis only with his
surname and it was impossible
to
identify the owner if there happened
to be several people in the
safme
town bearing the same surname.
Another new provision
of
the
trapping laws requires
a
person
who sets a bear trap to post
a
Written or printed notice,
stating
that such trap bias been set in. a
conspicuous place in the immediate
vicinity of the trap and no
bear
trap shall be set at any time unless
enclosed in a but.
Under the new law it is unlawful
for any unnaturalized, foreign
born
Person, who is not a tax payer upon

nPeople

Say T o U s

*‘I cannot eat this or that food, it does
not agree with me.” Our advice to
si* of them is to take a

D y s p e p s ia
T a b le t
kdure and after each meal.

25c a box.

R. H. Preble. Phillips.
MarPs Drug Store, Farmington.

oral laws 0(nly now apply. f
Bird ment to pa&s ]ast season, by making
taws have been modified as follows. ^the state of things known to the
Partridge and woodcock, open sea
authorities at Augusta.
son in Aroostook, Penobscot, Piscat
We arrived in a light rain
and
aquis, Somerset, Franklin,
Oxford,
rode from Masardis in an open
Washington and Hancock
counties, pung, over snow part of the way,
Sept. 15 to Nov. 15, inclusive.
but through soft slush and mud much
In Androscoggin, Cumberland, Ken of the way.
When occasion suit
nebec, Knox, Lincoln,
Sagadahoc,
ed, we drove around tlhe mud
in
Waldo and York counties, Oct. 1 to the open fields, with a
pair
of
Nov. 30, inclusive.
husky horses and arrived at B illy’s
On ducks, geese and brant, Sept. hc|me camp at the Bow about 4.30
R H E U M A TISM
Y IE L D S
T O S L O A N ’S.

Q U IC K L Y

You can’t prevent an attack of
Rheumatism from coming on, but you
can stop it
almost
immediately.
Sloan’s Liniment gently applied to the
sore joint or muscle penetrates in a
few minutes to the inflamed spot
that causes the pain.
It
soothes
the hot, tender, swollen feeling, and
in a very short time brings a re
lief that is almost unbelievable un
til you experience it. Get a bottle
of Sloan’s Liniment for 25(*. of any
Druggist and have it in the house—
against Colds, Sore
and
Swollen
Joints, Lumbago, Sciatica and
like
ailments.
Your money back if not
satisfied, but it does give almost in
stant relief.

p. m., none the worse for our cold
two hours’ ride.
A good lunch at
Sabine’s Malsardis hotel, puit us in
fine spirits, ready for any experience
which might overtake us
on the
way.
Billy is at the lake building a
kitchen to complete his plant there,
which will accommodate a dozen or
more sports.
He will be in ‘‘apple
pie order’ ’ before the ice goes out,
which event w ill come off about the

Qur Advice Is:
When you feel out of sorts from consti
pation) let us say that if
^
'
do not relieve you, see a physician,
because no other home remedy will.
Sold only by us, 10 cents.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
/’ arr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

E m u ls io n

containing Hypophosphitcs

is both a flesh builder and nerve tonic.
Pleasant to take. Easy to digest.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington.

of Benjamin B. Burbank, late of Strong,
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased aie de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately,
John E. Burbank.
March 16. 1915.

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

W ALL P A P E R
For This Purpose In
Great Variety A t

C. E. DYER’S,
S TR O N G ,

M A IN E.

MAINE

1£

WOODS,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

PHILLIPS,

MAI NE, A P R I L 22, 1915.

The engagement has been announc
ed of Miss Olive Barnes to Chester
Granville Abbcitt of Lymn, Mass-., at
a beautifully appointed Luncheon- at
Riverton last Sunday mo-oin-.
MissBarnes i,s thie daughter of Mr. Hol
man Barnes who is salesman for H.
S. Melch-er & Co., Portland, and has
It is very desirable to have some
■made regular trips to Phillips
for
teams
to help out the work on- the
many years-.
grounds of the church and Parish
Mrs. J. F. Hough- went to Auburn
Hous-e, and it i3 hoped that those
for a few days the first of the week.
owning suclh will feel that they can
Miss Daisy Davenport commenced
heljp a few hours cm the 28th, clean
teaching school in Madri<| last Mon
up day.
day.
Tihe little child of Mir. and Mrs.
The daughter cf Mr. and -Mrs.
• Richard Field wais the guest of has
Alfred Weston is quite ill with bron
aunt, Mrs. A. C. Norton in Farming- Bonmey Webber has been ill the past
chitis.
week threatened with- pneumonia.'
ton Sunday and Monday.
Mrs.
Ed.
Rector
of
Rangeley
is
as
Mis© Ollive Taylor of Bust is, who
is attending the Normal school at sisting Mrs. Harry Batch-elder with
Farmington' was in town over Sun the cooking at the Bakery. Tuesday
day., the guest of her cousin,
Mrs. they sent an order of 300 rolls to E.
C. Hin-kley cf Ramgeley.
Carroll Noyes.
Win. Ingham has-' recently arrived
The selectmen have re-elected A.
D. Graff am road cojmmiissicmer and from Southern California where lie
the townspeople are well
satisfied has passed tli-e winter, and is living
Sweet and sour pickles, dandelion,
with their choice.
Mr.
Graffam’s in a house on- Bray Hi-11 and doing and spinach greens, plain and stuffed
Mr. Ingham olives, bons© rad fell at Edgar R.
work in the past luas been' most sat liis own housekeeping.
says he weighs more than lie luas Toct-haker’s.
isfactory.
The 1913 club will be entertained for the past 25 years and is ready
by Mrs. C. E. Parker tfluis week. to take a hike to Mt. Blue or any
Batcihelder’s- Bakery is puttibg out
Last week Mrs. C. F. Chandler was other five or six mile trdip. He walk first-class food.
Their Parker House
the hostess.
Refreshments
were ed to the village Monday a- distance rollls are pronounced A No. 1 by all
of five miles to do some marketing, who have tried them.
served.
Cream puffs
Everett Beedy was home fro(m Le;w and undoubtedly "would luave been have also been- cn the list of good
iston with his family over Sunday. good for the walk home, but on ac things this week.
A team is now
Mr. Beedy, who is employed by the count of numerous package© lie was ruin for the convenience of custom
H. P. Cummings Construction
Co-., taken home fin a team from Hackett’s ers.
Mr. Ingham is 84 years of
has been- figuring om some big con stable.
age.
tracts recently.
Preble reports a big sale on his
There were a goodily number freon sheet music.
C. W. Skillings who is- agent for
He has it in all of
the Metz car has sold a machine to North Franklin Grange who- attended the latest popular songs. He is also
Dr. E. C. Higgins- this week. Mr. the Pomona meeting in S-trong last agent for the Victor talking machine
Skillings has recently sold a tour week and all report an enjoyable and has a full line o f records.
day passed with Aurora Grange.
ing car to Wilton parties.
Harold W heeler is in- town
this
Mr. and Mrs. j . W. Brackett of
C. M. Hoyt is showing a line of
Portland who have been at the Wads week the guest of his grandmother, shirt waists in the newes-t materials
worth. for tine winter, are to o)piem Mrs. Louisa W heeler and aunt, Miss and colorings, A big line $1.00 each.
their home, Greenwood cottage at Cora Wheeler. He reports his par
Brackett point, the latter part of the ents, Mr. and Mr«. J. M. Wheeler
You c-an find the best the market
week.
in very good health.
affords at George Bean’s.
Some
W e are sorry to report Mr. Wilson
Miss Blanche Savage, a student thing o-f an^ advantage to housekeep
at, the Farmington, Normal school ers to have garden luxuries at this
Beal as quite poorly again.
Governor Curtis has
designated was the guest of Mrs. A. D. Graf- sea-son cf the year.
Show your ap
May 14tih as Arbor Day.
fam over Sunday and Monday.
preciation of hie enterprise by pat
G. L . Lakin>, esq., is to
Bamgcir
this- week, amid w ill aittend tbe 33rd
session of tine Grand Command eiry of
tlie United Order of the Golden Clrosis.
He hiais been State Deputy a number
of years- for the order, amid lias writ
ten up 1,250 aippltLoation© for member
ship to the order.
He is one of the
charter members of BlilLlLpis
Commaimdery No. 402.
That there are fisfh in Sam.dy River
was demanisitrajted ome day last week
when Clyde Mahoney caught one trout
17 inolies lomig in tine river back of
jVlrs. Jennie Simithi’s1house.

The Sedgeley Store

Dr. Abner T. Weils, who- has been
in town for a week or mio-re pa©t
left foir lids home in Cleveland, Ohio,
Tuesday noon.
Dr. Wells has been,
in tire Cleveland hospital far some
time. He informs us that he ra/thie-r
makes a specialty of surgery doing
much work for the employees of the
New York Cent rail- railroad lime. It
has- been ab-out 24 years since he left
Phillips, and he has only been back
for two or three visits- in that time.

COATS
$4.00 to $18.00

SUITS
$8.00 to $20.00

Children’s
Coats

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

ronage.

Calling your attention to our
line o f

SPRING AND SUnnER
UNDERWEAR
Porosknit union suits for boys
5oc, for men $1.00.
B. V. D. union suits for men
$ 1. 00.

B. V. D. shirts and drawers for
men 5oc each.
Yale union suits fo r men $1.00
and $1.50.
Metropolitan union suits for
men, 50c, $1.00, $1.50.
Balbriggan shirts and drawers
for men, 25c, 50c, $1.00.
Balbriggan shirts and drawers
25c and 50c.
Sizes for small, medium and
large men.
A ll Balbriggan underwear made with either
long or short sleeves.
Nainsook combination waist and union suits
for small boys 2 to 8 years 50c.

At The

C lo t h in g

S to re

D. F . H O Y T ,
N o. 5• B e a l Block,

P h illip s, Me.

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

A ge 2 to 14

$2.50 to $5.00

RAIN COATS
Ladies’ Rain Coats, sizes 34 to 44 $5.00.
Ladies’ Rain Coats, sizes 34 to 44 $3.00.
Girls’ Rain Capes with Hoods $2.50.

HOUSE SHOES
Ladies House Shoes— Crumbs of Comfort made by
the Davis N ew Process.
A good wearing, roomy, easy house or street shoe
made with rubber heels.
Sizes 2 1-2 to 8. Price $1.75.

Fre-sh lot on Wednesday.

In bis cut glass goods A. G. Cronkhlte can offer a handsome and com
plete line.
Nothing more practical
or satisfactory to a lady than a-choice
piec-e of cut gla/ss.
It is a suitable
gift for any occasion when one is
required.

JERSEY UNDERWEAR

D.
F. Hoyt lias a new tennis shoe
for men, made with heavy red rub
ber soles, heavy duck top high cut,
leather stayed eyelets, leather insole
and reinforced toe cap.

Vests,

Pants,

Union Suits

GORDON HOSE
25 and 50c

The Sedgeley store is selling Nemo
corsets for $2.00, $3.00 and $5.00.

ECONOHY HOSE
15c, 2 for 25c.

Give your baby an airing in one of
those nifty carriages that
C.
F.
Chandler & Son have in stock. You
can get your money’s worth, as they
combine the “ cradle” and carriage
these days

B u ttericK

P atterns

in

StocK

6 . M. HOYT,
N o . 2, B e a l B l o c K , P h i l l i p s , M e .

* F a r m e r s * Tel,

NO TICE

Garden and Flower Seeds

I shall be in Rangeley on
or about April 11, 1915, at
the residence of Mrs. S. B.
McCard.
F R A N K F. GRAVES,

B uy N o w

Registered Optometrist
N ew Sharon Maine

Edgar R. Toothaker, CASH STORE

! HOME

j
4 Per Cent Interest j
Rates o f interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

|

Sour Pickles
1

PE E LE D SPRUCE F IR AND

PO PLAR
j
Pulp wood delivered at
j any point on line of Sandy

Corned Beef
-

Wanted

m

-

River and Rangeley Lakes

j Mustard Pickles j Railroad.
—

| Doughnuts,

«m

—

Cakes and PiesJ
■ -

■

1

all at

|

j B E A N ’ 5 - - mj

Z
■

m

j Phillips,

Me. |

Growing Children
frequently need a food tonic and tissue
builder for their good health.
J t& X O X X *

o n v e o n
E m u |s i o n

containing Uypophosphitea

is the prescription for this.
Marr's Drug Store, Farmington.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.

H A L E Y & FIELD
Phillips,
' Maine

High Grade
Watch Repairing
WE DO A LOT
BECAUSE
WE DO IT WEIL

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS, ME.

MAINE

W O OD S,

BASE BALL TEAM
LOSES BOTH GAMES

Mrs. Elisha Lander was operated
or. at the Ihcmiie of
her
daughter,
Mrs. Bradford Beal Last
Saturday
afternoon by Dr. C. W. Bell, assisted
by Dr®. Higgins and Oragin, wiltih
Misses Pushee and Bus we 111 as nunsPastor Delivers Farew ell Sermon— ■es. She is caged for by Miiiss Buswell.
H er many firiendis hope for
Friends Glad to See Dodge
her speedy recovery.
in Town.
Mrs. Marie Harris and daughter.,
Christeen have returned to N ew Vine
yard, where Mrs. Harris w ill begin
(Special Correspondence.)
her duties as a teadher in the prim
Strong, April 21.—'Mr. arid Mrs., ary sohaal,
prank Qrosby of Farm ingtan were in
Frank W. BntLer and Whittling But
town over Sunday, the guests of rel ler of Farmington were in town last
atives.
Friday the guests of their
sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Me Leary and Mrs. Elisha Lander.
jaagbter, Algie of Farfmangtom were
Mrs. Emma Hodgjman o f Phillips
callers in town Sunday at the home spent several days in town recently
0f D. E. Leighton.
the guest o f friends.
Rev. W. P. Holman, preached lvis
Mrs. Fred Daggett underwent
a
farewell sermon Sunday morning to a surgical cjperatiiom at B ell’s li.osipital
large audience.
It was indeed
a last Friday.
H er many friends are
sad farewell as Mr. Hctlpnan bias been glad to know she is doing
nicely
the pastor for five years and the and hope for her speedy recovery.
ties <rf friendship and kindly feeling
Mrs. Edgar MoPhaiil accompanied
were strong between Mr. and Mrs. Miss Kate McPhail to Portland last
Hodpaa amd the people.
At
the week and visited relatives a
few
clcee of the sermon the sacrament of days.
Miss McPluail was cm her
tie Lord’s supper was served in a way to her home in Amherst, N.
most impressive manner by Mr. H ol B.
man, assisted by Rev.
George
D.
Mrs-. Richard Burns has recently
Niade.
returned from a few weeks’
visit
Mrs. Mien Richards, who has with relatives in Farjming-ton,
teen in Farmington the past few
Verne Richardson lias been very
mcoithE, visited relatives in town re ill the past week, suffering from a
cently.
severe cold.
Rev. C. L. Bate
of
Brunswick
preached an able and interesting ser
HIGH P R E S S U R E D A Y S
mon at the Congregational
church
Men and women alike have to wor LaiSt Sunday afternoon in exchange
incessantly with brain and hand to with Rev. T. B. BitLar.
hold their own nowadays.
N ever j Mir. and Mrs. Merton H ellier are
were the demands o f business, the receiving congratulations on the arwants of the family, the
require- ! riva,l of a baby girl to their home,
meets of society, more numerous. They are caired for by Mrs. Clara
The first effect of the praiseworthy \Smith,.
effort to keep up with
all tlieàe ! W alter Bradford spent Sunday with
things is commonly seen in a weak relatives in Farmington,
ened or debilitated condition of the i Schools in town did not keep Monnervous system, which results in dyit being Patriots day. Principal
spepsia, defective nutrition of both I Vincent Pottle and assistant,
Miss
body and brain,
and in extreme C¿arise Flint spent the- time
with
cases in complete nervous prostra-1relatives in Farmington,
tion. It is clearly seen that what | Lewis M elville Perkins and Lydia
is needed is what will sustain
the H. Morrell were united in marriage
system, give vig or and tone to the Sunday afternoon by Rev. W. P. HciThey will preside on the Mor
nerves, and keep the digestive and ntah.
rell
homestead.
assimilative functions healthy
and
Bercbard Look has been quite ill
active.
From personal knowledge,
for
several days past, suffering from
we can recommend Hood's Sarsapar
illa for this purpose.
It acts
on 1bronchitis.
Verne Richardson, who has been
all the vital organs, builds up the
whole system, and fits men and worn- j clu;ite Hi the past week is mm h
en for these high-pressure days.
better.
He is, however, able to re-

j

MUSIC

MUSIC

MUSIC

A ll popular songs only 10 cents.

MUSIC ROLLS
From 30 cents to $3.00.
t

A gen t for

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
Full line o f

V1CTR0LA RECORDS
j

on hand, also line o f

10 CENT RECORDS
that w ill fit any disc machine.

D D Ü D f C>C
rK L o L L Ö

The

n LD CORNERr
U d r u g s t o r *-*
Store
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suane his work in Daggett & W ill's His two daughters, Phyllis and Theliat one.
ma came out with him and lie went
The friends of Benjamin
Dodge down river to leave theta so they
He returned
were pleased to see htftm in town last could attend scliool.
week calling on friends'. H e is much Saturday and has gone to Big Island
improved in. health and expects bills again.
week to move lid® fam ily back
his farm in Freetaian,

cm

F. L. Cox and son, Valentine and
Everett Taylor are working for Syl
Dana Newell moved
inis family vester Brothers,, finishing a house.
Mrs. Clinton Meadeir has gome to
from the upstairs rent in W ill
Similtihi’s house to the upstairs rent in Mrs. Clarinda Fotter’s to take care
Henry A llen ’s house, which was re of Dana Fotter, who ha® been oper
cently vacated by Harry Alien and ated on, by Drs. Brown amd Ross for
family.
Mpr. Allen moved into his. appendicitis.
newly remodeled home on U pper Maim
Miss Marguerite Fotter of Stratton
street.
Mr. Smith's rent will be is dcing table work at “The Sar
taken by Mr. and Mrs. George Bead,
gent."
There wasn’t any school last Mon
W ill Butler of Phillips
was
in
town Saturday, the gues-t of his sis day, Patriots day.
Miss Nettie Bemig of Stratton is
ter, Mjrs. Elisha Landers.
Mrs-. Samuel Gilman was called to visiting Mrs. George Ricker.
Miss Rena Davis visited Miss Stella
Lewiston last week by the illness of
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Prescott. Fotter at Stratton over Sundiay of
The many friends o f Mrs.. Dexter last week.
W ill Arnold has gone to the Kibby
Toothaker are sorry to know she is
to drive.
very ill.
J. P. Sylvester has bought
the
Alden Giilman of W ilton spent a
so-called
Pease
house
of
T.
C.
Bate
few days in town last week,
the
man.
guest of relatives.
Elmer Fotter has hired
Chester
Mrs. Roxana Viining bias been quite
id' the past few weeks at the home Cox’s farm and is going to move
down there soon.
of heir son, Leslie A. Viining.
W ill Robinson is sick.
Arthur
Vincent Pottle and Miss Harriett
Smith are taking their meals
with Robertson is driving the stage for
Mrs. Ralph Star-bird, during tile ab him.
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TONE UP THE BLOOD
Hood's Sarsaparilla, a Spring TonicMedicine, is Necessary.
Everybody is troubled at this sea
son with loss o f vitality, failure o f
appetite, tbat tired feeling, or with
bilious turns, dull headaches, indi
gestion and other stomach troubles,
or with pimples and other eruptions
on the face and body. The reason is
that the blood is impure and impov
erished.
*
H ood’s Sarsaparilla relieves all
these ailments. Ask your druggist
fo r this medicine and get it today.
I t is the old reliable medicine that
¡has stood the test fo r forty years,—
that makes pure, rich blood—that
strengthens every organ and builds
up the whole system. I t is the all• the-year-round blood-purifier and
¡health-giver. Nothing else acts like
it, fo r nothing else is like it ; so be
sure to get H ood’s.
a very bad cold and sor© throat.
Carroll Wing is progressing finely
with his new house.
Dana Hamlin and family
visited
Mrs. Norton’s parents, last Sabbath,.

S. R. Norton lias- sold his two pigs
sence of Miss Della Butler.
an the foot for nearly $40.
Miss Ella Fullerton spent the week
EAST MADRID
W e missed
Mr. Hines-’
grocery
end with Mrs. Edmund R. Sprague.
wagon last week.
Dr. and Mrs. William Lovejoy have
April 19.
returned from a few days’ visit with,
School commenced last
Monday
relatives in Rangeley.
with Miss Pearl Buker of Weld as
MILE SQUARE
John Hellen of Farmington i® in teacher.
She boards with Mr. and
town doing some work in the cem Mrs. N. D. Wing.
etery amd is grading lawns.
April 20.
The Obenbom League will meet on
Mrs. Memizor A. W ill has been in Wednesday, April 28 with Mrs. Ed
Burnham True o,f Streng is work
Portland the past week
visiting gar L. Welts.
ing for S. H. Beail.
friends.
Later she goes to Winthrop
Master Roland Welch of Temple
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dunham
of
to visit luer parents, Rev. and Mrs. is boarding at N. D. W ing’s and at Madrid wer© recent guests of Mr.
H. A. Clifford.
tending school.
and Mrs. John Dunlham.
Miss Wilma Dodge of Farmington
Alimón Pease of Phillips was
a
A. S. Pratt of Phillips was at D.
(was in town the first of the week guest of his sister, Mate. Ray Welts
W. Tooth,a-keir’s the Laßt of the week.
visiting friends.
over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs, E. H. Whitney
of
The Strong base ball team went to
Sixteen nice hors©s at
Barnjum, Phillips were visitors in town Sunday
Farmington Saturday afternoon and went out last Sunday, en route for
Mrs. Mabel Kinney was the guest
played their first game of ball this Auburn.
of her daughter, Mrs. George Dun
season, against, the Abbott
school,
Fred Hands, who is working at ham in Phillips Saturday.
and Monday morning they went to Bairnjum spent Sunday in Phillips,.
Mrs. Fred Bernd® and
daughter,
Farmington and played with
Far
Ardeme Sweetser of Phillips was Corinme of Phillips were visitors at
mington High school.
They were the guest of friend® in town on Sun
Fred Bllsiwortb’s Monday.
defeated in both games.
day.
Vincent Pottle recently visited rel
April 13.
atives and friends in Lewiston Port
, Mr. W. C. Beal is ill.
Dr. E. B.
REED'S
MILL*
land and Befchei.
Currier attends him.
Miss Marion Presson spent sev
Grangie Marden is visiting in Ran
April 19.
eral days last w'-eek at Farmington.
gel
ey.
Austin, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
While there she gave a most pleasing
Misis Lillian. Toothaker is teaching
Herman
Sargent,
ivho
ha®
been
so
reading at the reception which was
tine Mile Square school and boarding
given Rev. and Mrs. W alter Canham. seriously ill with, pneumonia is com at John Dunihata’s.
vales,cing.
The
other
sl,ck
ones
in
|She returned home Monday, accom
B. F. Beal of Phillips was at W.
panied by Mr. ainid Mms.
Herman the place are gaining.
C. Beal’s Sunday.
Mrs.
Jennie
Beedy
has
been
ser
Heath and son, Clyde in their auto
Mrs. G. F. Beal has been, quite ill
iously ill of heart trouble, but is
mobile.
with grip.
Miss Belie Wilbur is
Miss Faye, daughter of Mr. and somewhat better at this writing.
working for her.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milford
Dumhalm
were
Mrs. Henry Mitchell, was given a
Mrs-. Bert Furbish, who recently
surprise birthday party at her home recent guests o f relatives and friends underwent a surgical operation, in
in
Farmington,.
Tuesday evening by
her
school
Boothibay hospital, is slowly recov
“ Aunt’’ Sylvina Wells, who had
mates, it being liar sixteenth birth
ering.
reached
tlie
advanced
age
of
100
day.
away
Miss Hattie Smith was presented years and 7 months, passed
The
STRATTON
with a lovely gold locket and chain April 14, after a brief illness.
funeral
was
held
ait
the
home
c,f
her
by the memberls of the bibile class,
which, she taught 24 weeks. Those step-son, J. C. Wells, with, whom she
April 20.
who contributed were: Mrs.
Re lived, on Friday, April 16, Rev. M.
The Pythian, Sisters had a very
S.
Hutchins,
officiating.
liance Daggett, Mrs. Mae Lewis, airs.
enjoyable entertainment in Lander’s
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan White
and
Rose Kennedy, Mrs. Mildred Darrell,
hall Friday evening.
There was a
Mrs. Mabel Lewis,
Mrs.
Bertha baby, Stan,ton were recent guests of farce entitled, “ 30 Minutes- for Re
Ccok Mrs. Ella Viming, Mrs. Minnie Mrs. W hite s mother, Mrs. Ida. Web freshments” and a mock initiation of
Whiting, Mrs. Gordon, Misses Delia ber.
a sister; also a motion sang
of
Miss Ella Oouant was called
to
Butler and Hortense Smith,.
spring by' eight little girls; reading,
Mrs. C. V. Stairbiird has been suf Phillips the latter part of the week Mrs E J. Voter; lecture and ellide
fering from a severe cold the past on account of the illness of Stanton, pictures by Rev. Mr. Gillpatirick. The
the young son of Mr. and Mrs. Har
few days.
entertainment was fo l!~.wed by a
Mrs. O. B. Head and
daughter, lan White.
dance with music by the Peerless
Gilbert Voter recently sold a very
Helen of New Sharon were
recent
orchestra of Kinigfield.
A
large
guests of their cousin, Mrs. P. D. nice Holstein cow to W. R. Leavitt crowd was- present and a good time
for a good price.
Stubbs.
is reported.
Schools will be held in both the
Mjr. and Mrs. "William O’Corner and
Mrs. Lydia Wymian visited relatives
son, Francis were
in the village Dunham and Stowers sohoolhouses on [in Freeman last week,
account of the inability of the schoolrecently calling on friends.
j L. P. Hinds of King-field was a
board to procure conveyance for the
business c-ailler in town last week.
pupils- at a reasonable price.
Monday being Patriots day the
EUSTIS
school]® all enjoyed a holiday.
Bradford Gordon, who was serious
WEST FARMINGTON
April 19.
ly ill! last week is better.
E.
F. Look has c ommenced driving
Mrs. Bernard Taylor has a nice
.
April 19.
his logs at Ledge Falls. George Rick
line of ¡millinery goods belonging to
Nellie and Laura Norton, who have
er is cooking foir him. Mark Dag
Mrs. Roxy Merchant of Kiingfie-ld for
been stopping with their grandpar
gett went up and cooked a few days
sale.
ents, have returned to their home in
but was taken sick and had to re
Mrs. Emma McOard of Rangeley
Temple.
turn home.
was in town the first of the week
Mrs. Mary Norton has been very
H. O. Lislbemess of Strong was
with a nice line of trimmed and tmsick with bronchitis.
Dr. Nichols
in town one day last week.
trimmed hats.
attended- her.
Hartley Ranger was out from Big
Dr. A. M. Ross of Rangeley was
Mrs. Bessie Hardy is suffering with
Island Camps a few days last week.
in town last week to- see Bradford
Gordon in consultation with Dr. E.
J. Brown,
Many People In This Town
Take a
H. O. Lisihemess- of South Strong
never really enjoyed a meal until
-was a caJller iiri, town- last week.
we advised them to take a
(S td & d & e /
Dyspepsia
Dana Fotter is resting comfortab
Tonight
ly at bos hotae on Eustis rpad after
T a b le t
It will act as a laxative in the an operation- for appendicitis. The
before and after each meal. Sold only
operation was performed by Dr. Brown,
morning
by us—25c a box.
and Dr. Ross.
Mrs. Clinton Meador
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
is the nurse.
Marr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
Marr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
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Geo. Townsend still1 lias, two,
cr
three* cars of potatoes which lie has
bean holding for at least 40^ a bu.,
and the advanced price of the past
week seemed about to realize
his,
expectation©.
The coining season
The Base Ball Schedule-Holding he will plaint 15 acres;, five
less,
than last year, and 40 aicjres of grain
Potatoes for Better Prices.
He will usle 20 tons of phosphate on
this ground.
The fertilizer will be
(Special Correspondence.)
without potaish, for that ingredient is
Kingfield, April 20.— L. L. Mitchell mined in great eommierciail quantit
In
moved 'his stock of drugs tO‘ his ies only ait Stusisfuirt, Prussia,.
new store across the street Friday. other respect© fertilizer is pronounced
It will be several didy© before he a little better than formerly.
It
will be completely settled ini the is even claimed that too much potash
bias been used heretofore, but Mr.
new stand.
O.
C. Dolbier has a four-year old
Townsend is of tine opinion that it
Jersey heifer weighing 840 pounds, is still needed.
which last month produced 912
C. F. Bcyills of the Kingfield House
pound's of milk oir 27 pounds nictne will return to bits position, as, clerk
than her own weight.
o? the Sargent Hotel, Eustis, the
The ice has been reported out of first of May.
Tufts Pond but such, is not the case,
Mrs. Warren Dunitom and
Dvo
and O. C. Dolbier who bias been
children visit/ed her parents, at North
working there reports that present
New Portland last week, returning
indications are that it will take a
Friday.
week to clear the pond.
Mrs. Guy Gordon, who lias been
Asa Smail.1 was remembered on his
12th' birthday, Tuesday, April IS with sick for several days' has been car
some fine presents and a beautiful ed for by her mother, Mr®. 0©car
Record.
frosted cake.
*

GOVERNOR KING

TO ENTERTAIN

The K.- H. S-., ’15, base bail! sched
ule is as follow®:
April 17, North
TORY HILL
Ne*w Portland High sclhiool at Kingfield; April 19, North New
Port
land High school at North New Port
April 19.
land; April 24, Strong High school
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Smith, and little
at Strong; May 1, Bin®lie(m
High
son, Roscoe of Grant, N. Y.,
are’
school at Kingfiield; May 8, Bingham
visiting the latter’s' father,
Roscoe
High, school at Bingham; May 15 not
Cushman and sisters, Lillian and
closed’; May 22, Strong High school
Mertie fcr a time.
at Kingfield; May 29, not closed.
Miss Lonia Moor©, who has been
•Leland Page is the captain of the
working
for her aun,t, Mrs. Wesley
team and L. P. Hosley manager.
Automobiles ape taking advantage Tasih in Salem for scjme time, has
finished work and returned home.
of the fine condition oif the streets.
Miss Lucille Mitchell entertained a
Ljiman Johnson has returned from
Dallas where be has been working few of her friends last Saturday in
honor of her birthday.
All report
*in the birch mill.
Alton Wilber has recently
been a very enjoyable day.
to Auburn where he purchased
a
School in Eue Cushman district be
heavy horlse.
gan April 19, Miss Pati a
Moores
S. J. Williamson has sold on e of teacher.
Ms heavy horses to A1 Williamson of
Mrs. Chas. N. Pliaisbed has been
New Portland.
quite ill for several days1 past, but
A. A. Berry and Qmer Dunrell, is better at this writing.
Stratton, of the Stratton & Eustis
Mrs. Alden Moore© and son, Ger
Telephone Co., were here Thursday
ald are visiting bier parents, Mr. and
changing over telephones for L. L.
Mr®. Lewis Re^d in the, village for a
Mitchell, and Wood, Lander & L ’ bby
short time.
at West Kingfield,
and putting in
We are having unusual warm, fine
a ne|w te'leplbionie fcr Csoar Jones.
The roads are
They also connected up Geo. Crock wTeather for April.
practically settled and fammers are
er with their line.
If
“ Judith of Bethulia,” a famous Jew commencing their spiring work.
the
warm,
weather
continues
stock
ish Easter play from, the Atpocyrphal
lock Judith waiS' given in pictures by can he turned to pasture in another
Mr. French at his, hall Friday night week.
M. T. Toothaiker, special
selling
to a full house.
The staging of this
agent
for
the
De
Laval
cream
separ
piece occupied months and employed
hundreds of people, the views being ator and Mr. Clifford of Waterville,
taken in a field of twelve acres in general agent were business callers
on the Mid recently.
Southern California.
E,. E. Russell, veterinarian of Far
As announced the District meeting
of the Independent
Order of Odd mington,, was on, the hill recently,
Fellows of this jurisdiction, will con and tested W . E. Gates-’ and W. W.
finding
vene with Gov. King Lodge at this Mitchell’s herds of cows,
place on Wednesday evening, April all the animals in, good health.
An unusually large flock of wild
21.
There w ill be special
trains
last
from Ramgehey, Ph ilips and Strong. geese were seen, flying Nor till
Saturday.
Councilman Dr. O. W. Simmons at
Mrs. Clhais. Smith, visited her par
tended the regular meeting of the
Governor’s Council held at Augusta ents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Heed one
day the first of the week.
W e are
on Thursday.
H. S. Wing has been in Massachus sorry to report Mrs. Hood very ill
etts, Con necticut and New York for , yet, not being as well for several
,
a week visiting the various mills in i days' past.
the interest cf the Huise Spool &
f
Bobbin Co.
F.
L. Hutchins?, who is at present j
in Stratton, will shortly return to the
fire station, of the Forestry Dept, ait
Tumbledowni Mountain. During the
past summer season ait this station
The fifth triangular prize speaking
Mr. Hutchins found leisure to indulge
his passion for water color paint contest, between Rumfard, Mexico
and Dixfieid wia© held in the Baptist
ing and sketching from nature.
H. O. Lisihiemesi® of Strong visited church at Rumford last Friday even
his brother, Herman Monday. He, was in g resulting in tine first and sec
ond prizes going to pupils of the
on Ms way to Stratton.
Rumford
High school, Nahum Moore
A reception wiais given the High
school, teachers at Eklridge’si haJll winning the first cup for Rumford
Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. L. High for a year and a gold medal
P. Hosiley, Miss Etta Maxey and Miss for himself.
Mr. Moore wa® employed in the
Lillian Brown were in the receiving
line,.
The ushers were Misses, Es office at Mingo Springs Hotel last
ther Savage, Eva Thomas, Etmma Dol season by Mr. C. A. Cole.

MOORE WINS THE
-

GOLD MEDAL;

bier, Sylvia Woodcock, Barbara BenM IL L IO N S OF S A L M O N
son.
Refreshments of fruit punch
and fancy crackers were
served.
Music for dancing wiaisi furnished by
A United State© Bureau of Fish
Peerleis® orchestra.
Thelma French, eries car was at the Union station
Lou Carvillle and Clarice Weymouth, in Baingor Monday, having just re
served punch.
turned from Farmington, where a
large number of brook trout
were
distributed
at
various
points.
This
Loss of Appetite is also loss of
woirk w ill be kept up at various
vitality, vigor, tone.
To recover ap
points throughout the state until, all
petite and the rest take. Hood’s Sar
are distributed, the source of supply
saparilla,—-that strengthens! the stom
being the Green Lake station.
ach, perfects! digestion., maltesi eating
a pleasure.
It alsioi make© the blood
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
rich and pure, and s tea,dies the
W
O
O
D
S
A
N
D
R
E
A
D
A
L
L
nerves.
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Sap Children's Health LAKE AUBURN
IN REGARD TO DEAR Worms
Mothers often wonder why their chil
are not rugged and hardy. In a
CLEAR OF ICE
“OLD M0CSEY” dren
vast number o f cases the trouble is—
Worms.

Located

In

the

Heart

of

the

Rangeleys.
Waltham, Mass., April 13, 1915.
T o the Editor of Maine W ooqs:
In one of the recent editions of
the Main,© Woods I was, attracted by
a slrnall item, relating to, the ohiartm
of the Mooseilookmeguntic House ais
a summer . resort, speaking particu
larly of the ‘‘h cfmey
atmosphere”
Which pervades the. Landing and of
the equally charming hospitality ex
tended by tlte brave little proprie
tor, Mrs. F. B. Burns.
Inasmuch a,s I personally have en
joyed for several seasons past, the
many pleasant days spent at this
particular spot, I could not
resist
telling those who may not know, a
few facts about it.
From early spring until late fall
there are' many different form© of
recreation possible.
As a fishing
centre, particularly in the spring, it
is a well known fact that the place
is the best ever ©very season. Reg
ularly as the house opens a great
number of prominent sportsmen ar
rive and a more jolly, com,genial
crowd is hard to find, many of them
remaining the' season with their res
pective families.
It is The oldest hotel in the Rangeleys and has am ideal location be
ing the node,us from which all sorts
of trips may be bad. either by land
or water and judging from the large
number of parties who start
from
there daily on various outings, the
trips are many and wonderful. The
lake and mountain views from the
hotel
veranda are
unsurpassed.
Launches, roiw boats or canoes are
obtainable at the hotel landing and
there is also a finely equipped stable
in connection with the hotel.
The camps are very
attractive,
most of them containing several bed
rooms, large living room-, open fire
places and bath, all furnished in good
taste and with same service as in
hotel.
Tihe food is excellent, and
while the house is very unpretent
ious, it has am air of simple dignity
which is very satisfying.
Tennis, swimming and dancing are
entered into heartily by the young
er folks and when they tire of these
the big old fashioned hotel parlor
is thrown open for an informal party
and the spirit shown by the man
agement cannot fail to impress one
with the idea that he or she
is
very much at holme and everything
possible i© being done to make one
both comfortable and happy.
Much more could be said is re
gard to the advantages of the place
but suffice to say that I and many
of its regular patron© are counting
the days until we are free to share
its hospitality for the coming season
1915 wlhich I feel certain will be the
best ever.
A Lover of Maine.
R E S O L U T I O N S OF R E S P E C T
Whereas, a member of cur Grange
lias been, transferred from this earth
ly home to a haven of rest in the
great beyond,
Resolved:
That in the death: cf
Brother WiUiaim L. Dunham, Sandy
-River Grange ha©' lost a most worthy
member;
Resolved: That to show our respect
and esteem fcr hipi, that our charter
be draped in jmcnrnring fcr thirty days,
a copy of tlielse resolutions be spread
upon our record© and a copy be sent
to the Maine Woods for publication,
and one be sent to' the bereaved, fam
ily.
Committee on resolution s,
R.
Ellen Smith, Chats. McKinney, Bion
Wing.
S U S B C R IB E
N OW
FOR
M A IN E
WOODS AND
READ A L L
T H E LO C A L N E W S .

Signs of worms are: Indiges
tion, variable appetite, crav
ing fo r sweets, nausea,
vomiting, swollen upper lip,
sour
stomach, offensive
breath, hard and full belly,
_ eyes heavy and dull, twitchTrade Marking eyelids, itching of the
nose, itching o f the rectum, short dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red
points sticking out on tongue, starting
during sleep, slow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the 60 years timetried Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, will exDel the worms and restore
the vim and vigor to your child. Good
for adults also. Discovered by my fathorover 60 years ago. 35c, 50c, and $1.00
at all dealers’ . Advice free. Special
treatment for tapeworms. Serd^ for
book.
Auburn, Maine

fans <J/

/ I. v c

REGISTRATION OF
AUTOMOBILES
The busiest place in all Maine at
the present time iis the office of the
secretary of State, where . over
a
dozen girls are at work on the reg
istration of automobiles.
And these
girls work alll the time, in fact, it is
so quiet in this office nowadays,
that is, outside of the clicking
of
the typewriters, that some of the
callers liken it to a school. This is
the busy time of the year fcr the
registration of automobiles as they
begin to come in right after
the
first of April.
It is said that there
are a number of persons in Maine
who would not buy an automobile un
til after the first of April so as to
escape the municipal taxation
on
the car due at that time. The of
fice force was right up to the min
ute on the work at noon Saturday
and thus far over 700 machines have
been registered since the first
of
tlie present year.
It is believed
that before the year is finished that
over 17,000 automobiles will
have
been registered.
Hon. John E. Bunker of Bar Har
bor, the secretary of State, is on
the "jo b ” from about 7 o’clock or
so in the morning until 11 or 12
o’clock at night.
He says that he
likes to work and he has lost
no
flesh at all as a result of plenty of
the hard varieiy of work. Mr. Bunk
er ha© been so busy since he was
elected secretary of State after a
number of ballots last January that
lie lias not once made the trip to
his home at Bar Harbor.

CAMPS MADE INTO
A CLUBHOUSE
Great Fishing and Scenery Around

The ice had left the northern, half
of Lake Auburn at noon Tuesday
and was breaking up- slowly, only a
slight wind being needed to clear
the entire surface.
Several ^
who cladim to know som©tilling ^
the conditions
at the lake say
that a motor boat would be able to
push through tine ice anywhere Giving
to its honeycombed condition.
Some Climates.
The northern parts ot Norway and
Sweden extend well i.p into the Arctia
circle, while the southern parts come
down to the latitude of Glasgow; so
there is a wide range between the
winter temperatures in those com.
tries. The same applies to Canada.

No. Franklin
Marble Works
Phillips, Maine.
Monuments, Headstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
and
Cemetery Work o f all Kinds

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop,
P H IL L IP

-

All orders by mail
promptly attended to.

ME.
or in perso»

-

Hardware Co.

Phillips

H e a d q u a r t e r s fo r everything
in the h a r d w a r e line

Lumbermen’s

and

Blacksmith's

Supplies, Doors, Windows, Store«,
Tinware, P|umbing Goods, Sport
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.
W e buy for the lowest spot cash
prices and give our customers the
benefit of the same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
A LSO

Furniture of All Kinds

Jackm an and Vicinity.

C. F. Chandler & Son,
Jackman, April 14, 1915.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:

P h illip s,

-

Maine

and
STRO NG - M AIN E.

The Twrin Island Camp at Skin
ner, owned by E. A. Bootliman ha©
been made into a club house
by
Springfield and Northampton, Mas©.,
parties.
Without doubt these camps
hav© some of Hie best fly fishing in
Office over National Bank.
Maine.
;
Maine]
Mr. Bootliman still holds his Lake Phillips,
Park Catmps at Jackman a© public Both ’ Phones
camps.
Jaickmah offers g relit
in
ducements to the sumlmer vacation
ist.
Its liakes, rivers, mountains and
J. B L A IN E MORRISON
forest scenery, fine canoe trips and
trout fishing is second to none.

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

Attornev - at - Law

Atonement.
“ I hate the smell of mothballs and Beal Block. Phillips
there’s the woman next door hanging
up the clothes she has had put away
with them.” “ Why object to that?
She’s doing you a neighborly kindness
in airing your grievances.”

Fire and Life Insu»»«*

Dr. W . J. Carter,
DENTIST

B EN EFITS LOCAL PEOPLE

Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
appointment.

Evenings by

Phillip© people
have
discovered
5 0 0 0 C o rd s
that A SINGLE DOSE of
simple
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpbuckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as wood
wanted, delivered at any statioa
W H O O P IN G C O U G H
compounded iin Adl»?r-i-ka, the Ger on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. Rremoves between Farmington and Rangeley an®
W ell— everyone knows the effect of man appendicitis remedy,
Pine Forests on Coughs.
Dr. Bell’s gas on, the stomadh and constipation between Strong and Salem.
E. PI. Whitney, druggist. A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips. Me.
Pine-Tar-Honey is a remedy
Which A T ONOE.
brings quick relief for
Whooping
Cough, loosen© the mucous, soothes
the lining of the throat and
lungs,
and makes the coughing spells less
W e are nicely located on Main Street next to M. E. ch u rch
severe.
A family with growing chil and are prepared to furnisl) bread, hot rolls, pies, cakes, etc. Will
dren should not be without it. Keep take lunches to trains. Also accommodations for lodging. Quick
it bandy for all Coughs and Colds. lunch or meals served at any time. Ice cream every day.
25^. at your Druggist.
Electric Bitteirs a Spring Tonic.

NEW BAKERY

H. E. B A T C H E L D E R , P h illip s, Me,

I

